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The Vision of Better Things.
The farmer who ie ambitious to do
better things than he has done in the
past is the hope of this nation.
Men do not always realize that they
may be called to be farmers, just the
same as some are chosen to be lawyers
or doctors or preachers; but I hold it to
be a fact that men are set apart for the
farm in exactly the same way that they
are for any of the so-called learned professions. If we understood this truth,
there would be far less uneaeines»
among the farming classes, still less die
position to find fault with one's environment and even less still of willingness to
follow the same narrow channels year
after year.
The farmer who in some degree realizes that great things are awaiting him
if he does bis best to fill the places to
which be has been predestined, will take
long looks into the future. He will see,
not simply the end of this day's work,
but the object which can be reached
only by years of faithful earnest endeavor.
Let us now apply this to the dairy
farmer, just

as

practically

as we can.

First set it down for a fact that we are
on the farru because there ie something
really worth while for us to do. The
great plan for us is that we shall do
something which shall make this old
world a little better. How can we do this?
Begin just where we are. That seems
to be the most sensible conclusion pus
I
1 sible.
We may never be able to strike
twelve all at one time; but by keeping at
it we may in the course of time get in
rhe twelve strokes and make them count
just the same. If we have not the
money or the means to get about us the
herd of cowe we would like at once, let
us do the next best thing and, with the
vision of the better dairy we would like
Co have clearly in mind, strike toward it
with all our might.
Every man of us has a foundation for
<uch a work under his feet. If he has
not more than five or six cows, he is in a
way to make his little herd larger and
better. The thing is to go about it with
in eye aud a heart single to the duty
tud the privilege before him, and never
be satisfied until he has reached the aim
>f his aspiration.
Mow, «ay a man has these few cows,
what next? Well, next, let him hold a
;ouncil of war with himself and decide
which of tboee cows are the best. By
;he beet I mean, those which by virtue
tf their age, physical characteristics aud
ictual performance are best qualified to
Some of the
tct as breeding stock.
:ests which may be applied here are,
quantity and quality of milk; build of
>ody; capacity of udder; condition of
iiealth; aud hereditary tendencies.
These teste may strike out some cows
which have been looked upon as choice
and which have held first place in the
tffectious of the owner. Let that be as
it may, sentiment must not be permitted to hold sway at a time like this.
Having determined which are the
:own best fitted to become the mothers
jf the dairy herd which is to be, let the
jwner mate these cowe with the best
possible sire. If he has none of his own,
*nd does not yet feel able to invest in
*ucb a one as will satisfy the requirements of the situation, let him look
about among bis neighbors for such a
*ire. it may be he will be compelled to
go a long way to reach such an animal.
This should not discourage him; neither
jhould it stand in his way that he must
pay a considerable sum for the service
lie" secures. The money will all come
back to him in the long run.
When the calves begin to come from
these cows, let him make it the work of
his life to bring them up to maturity in
the best possible condition. Calves are
many times neglected. This is a sad
mistake. It makes all the difference in
the world how we raise the calves. We
lay stress on the treatment of children
wiien young. Even the colt is cared for
with great solicitude. Why not the
bows which are to furnish us our living
co-morrow

At the same time that the calvee

are

coming up, let the ambitious farmer be
Join g other things in the way of rearing
for the better dairy which is in hi»
Jreams. Δ better barn, with a silo to
furnish succulent food; a good system of
ventilation; some good dairy require-

ments, if be intends to make up his milk
it home; good churns, and in fact all the
Accessories for better work in the house
ind at the barn.
Also let bitn nee that be has a pure
Let
water supply which will never fail.
the pasture be brought into the best
possible condition. The brush and
weeds may be cut off, the old mossbound turf rooted up and seeded dowd
to good pasture grass, and the water
•upply attended to In the meadows
She same system of improvement may be
adopted. Forces may be rebuilt and
«tones ail picked up clean.
Following this plan carefully and systematically for a few years the farmer
will see the vision coming true. He will
become more and more convinced that
he may do what he wants to do and fulrill the mission upon which he has been
jeut.—Turf. Farm and Home.
Have a Small Fruit Uarden.
Let ub not forget that there Is one
us to convery important thing before
sider and to think about this winter.
Stop, look, think, and see what the prosthe
pects are for a small fruit garden
coming spring. Let us not, forget that
lots of
we can live like kings if we have
faith in this business. Take pride in
to
your
the work, talk fruit culture
cause,
oeighbors, get interested in this
catafruit
and
read the fruit papers
idea
logues and you will form some good
i>f what is wanted in this line of fruit

aggressively brisk child I

The Saddled Prominent Caterpillar.
(Bulletin ot Maine Agricultural Experiment

Are You

Going

to Farmers'

Across

FOR BARGAINS

"VP

DON'T know how Ions It
was before the thought
thouuht
was
came to me that 1 would

means what she says
•Now I felt like it so much that if seemed suddenly the only possible thing t<:
do, so all I had to decide was the beet
way and the best time to do it.
As for the time, if I didn't escapc
before Mrs. Ess Kay and Potter form

ed a hollow square round me to pout
their volleys into my heart in the raorr
nil ιt was prophetic in my soul 'sait:
I would never escape, but wonld suf
fer great contusion and rout.
As for the way. it was more difficult
to make up my mind, but the first
thin;» was to see how much money I
had in my exchequer, which happened
to l>e a gold purse Sally had given me.
1 hadn't spent much, and since coming over dear old Stan lnd sent me an
other fifteen pounds, which he wrote
was part of one night's winnings al
bridge—unusual for him. if it's true
as Vic thinks that he continually loses

Altogether I hail nearly thirty pound?
in hand, which seemed a lot, only ]

didn't know at all how much it would
cast for Vivace and me to reach Sallv
in Chicago, and I couldn't tell until I
had got irrevocably away from Mrs
Ess Kay and the Moorings.
By this time it was nearly 2 o'clock,
and In α couple of hours it would be
light. I must sneak out of the house
with a dressing bag before any of the
servants were stirring, and meanwhile
I must pack up all my belongings ex·
cept such things as Mrs. Ess Kuy had
given me--so that I could write and

governments.
making, home sanitation, and
good cooking are now believed to be
worthy of careful scientific study.
ter town

Elome

have my boxes sent
by and by.
As soon as I had realized that there
wasn't a minute to throw away, the
worse was over, for I didn't stop to
grizzle. I finished getting out of my
bridesmaid's drees In which I had
on

Women io our cities as well as women
from the country, and teachers in our
public schools especially should plan to
spend the week at Orono and receive the
benefits of the high class of instruction
which will be given by the specialists in
these lines during Farmers' Week.
If not a single thing of practical agricultural value, and that would be impossible, was gained by spending the
week at Orono, the inspiration, and
good which comes from association for
in similar
a time with others engaged
lines of work would certainly result in
causing everyone to make a more careful study of the factors which work for
rural betterment.
In short there Is not a citizen of the
state who can afford to miss participating in this most valuable program which
cannot but do much for the industrial
development of Maine.
W. D. Hurd.

■fa

was

α

said as a favor Vivace and I could be
taken. lie was a nice person, and be
talked a great deal after the train bad
given several false starts and at la:<t
had got off. I sat on my bag, as I had
on the docks, In a bare, curious car,
which really belonged to the milk, and
sometimes when we bumped I should
have fallen on the floor if It bndn't
been for bim. He told me all about
himself, and wauted to be told all
about me. but I thought, nice as he
He asked
was, it would be safer not.
leadiug questions which It was hard
to keep from answering unless I hurt
his feelings, but 1 think he somehow
got the Impression that I was going to
see a sick relative, though I never exactly said so

I don't know what time I should
have got to New York if I had had to
travel all the way with the milk, for
milk, it seems, objects to speed, bu'.
after we had jogged along for a couple
of hours, we crawled Into a station
where a real train was ready to start
There were just live minutes to say
farewell to niy friend and buy a ticket
when, all (lushed and panting. I found
myself and Vivace and the bag iu a
car different from any I had seen yet
It bad uo nice easy chairs and plate
glass mirrors and wire nettings iu the
windows, like the one iu which I'd

traveled lo Newport, but there were
two rows of seats, and when the train
moved a cloud of coal smoke poured
in through the door at the frout end
Babies squalled, children whined and
their faces grew black and damp with
mingled dirt and heat while grownup
neople scolded, but a dear old lady got
Into my sent before long, and Just be
cause I helped her with a bandbox,
site made me a present of a huge peach.
I was thankful to have It, for by this
time I was collapsing with buuger.
having been up all night without any-

York it was In his power to help me a
trood deal. He could tell me how much
it would cost to go to Chicago, and he
could show me how to get there.
I really believe that at first I hadn't
had a thought of seeing him, but once

stupid mistake there had been sonu
delay lu his getting iny letter.
I was even more pleased to see bin
than 1 had thought I was going to l>e

I could have clapped my hands with
Joy when I saw the Grand Central statlon and the delightful cafe au lait
porter?: with their red caps. It looked
as l'nmiliar and comforting as if I'd
parsed through a hundred times
stead of one®, and I had the nice feel

I
Ι I felt as if I had known liiin all uij
I life, ai;d he looked strong and hand
I some and dependable that 1 couldn'l
mo

in-1

I
was I

something pleasant
to happen, which one has when

lirst arrivée In Paris.
Vivace brightened up, too, and he
took me out. rather than I him. I was
in such a hurry to get away, for fear
Totter might have come after me by a
quick train aud be looking somewhere,
that I ilew along with my bag and
Vivace without waiting for a porter.
I followed other people out of the sta-

widely diffused type in this country

and will result in
in exact ratio to the
extent of its success. Even if true, as
asserted, that there are no pure-blood
Morgaus in the country, nor that can
trace their unmixed blood back to the
recognized pure-blood horses of the past,
stijl the effort is commendable and will
result in good if persisted in.
If the best type of horses known to
contain any Morgan blood are selected
for breeders, if they are bred intelligently, and if only the best of the progeny is allowed to be used in reproduction, and this course is persisted in for
several years, a family of horses will
have been created which will be good,
even excellent, roadsters, and In due
time will be acknowledged as a type of
great usefulness and value. All of the
recognized "full bloods1' or breeds of
animals of whatever sort were made in
this way, and the best breeds of animals
for the future will be so made. The
starting point in all breed construction
has been from common and not royal

commendable,
good to the country
are

V II

i felt Idee

α

runaway elephant.

danced so gayly a little while ago,
dashed a thin frock, a dressing gown
and a few other things into my fitted
dressing hag (which was almost too
heavy to carry, but not quite), and
theu stuffed everything else, except a
traveling frock, into the boxes that
were stored in a huge wardrobe built
Into the wall.
I made all the haste I could, but I'm
not clever ut packing, so I heard some
clock striking 4, when I had slipped
on my thin gray canvas coat and skirt,
and was putting on my hat, with cold
hands that trembled so much I could

hardly stick In the hatpins.
I had been excited enough the day

heard I was to come to Mrs. Ess
but I was twice as excited now
when I was going to leave her. 1 felt
rather frightened, still 1 couldn't help
smiling when I said to myself how little I had thought when I learned the
great news altout America and Mrs.
Ess Kay, in what circumstances I
1

blood.
In creating breeds, the desire basalways been to realize a certain type

Ray,

which the breeder had in mind. He
tiret got the animals nearest to that
type, and by careful selection and mating he finally saw his ideal realized.
The Morgan people have the ideal, the
old Morgan; they have horses near that
type, if not the very type, and by proper
selection and mating, ever weeding out
variations from the type, the type will at
last be realized, even if tbere is no old
Morgan blood yet in existence. If there
is some of that blood left, and doubtless
there is, the work will be easier. But in
either event, the attempt is a worthy one
and good will come out of it if the right
methods obtain; it should be encouraged, not discouraged.—Farm Progress.

«
should part from her.
Each step Vivace and 1 took In the
corridors and on the stairs seemed to
make such an incredible noise in the
quiet house that 1 felt like η runaway
elephant eloping with a hippopotamus,
but either it wasn't as bad as 1 thought
or every one was lying charmed in a

magic sleep, for we got out through a
window In the dining room, down the
veranda steps
without being

pected.

and

across

stopped,

as

1

the lawn
half ex-

I kuew the way to the railway station very well, for I had often been
there since I arrived (the last time
was when I saw Sall.v offj, but the
was, When would there be a

question

train? And a go:>d deal depended on
that question, for, though Mrs. Ess
Kay and Potter might not exactly have
the power to drag me back, I wanted
us 1
to K?t us fur away from them
could before they discovered that I had
gone.
1 was horrified to find when we arrived tâaî, as the Americans say,

there was "nothing doing." Not a soul
iu sigât. and there I was, very hot und

Dr. King's
New Discovery

hysterical,

with Vivace and my dress-

ing b.ig looking lilce an escaped burwhile 1
gluress. i hail hcou so nervous

that I'd been afraid of evthe soap in the soap
erything.
dish, which had two great blinking
bubbles at one end, like a pair of goblin
but I was
eyes that watched me move,
much worse now, and I could have
Fallen on the neck of the first official
the station
person I saw moving about
after I hud waited for perhaps a quarhe
ter of au hour. I don't know what
but when 1 appealed to him for
was

i' .iclcii;g

even

C8î?srft «-S.

was,

lustead
uews of a train for New York,
of calling the police to give Vivace and
be
me in charge as a dangerous pair,
scratched his head and said there was
was
a milk train due preseutly if I

spring's planting.—-Cor·
No old

ey*n

1

mighty anxious.
A uiilk train sounded innocent and
suitable to a girl traveling alone, but
been
eveu If it hadu't 1 should have
thaukful to go In It. 1 couldn't buy a
ticket, it appeared, in the ordinary
came
way, but when the milk train
my

inau

introduced

me

to auptber.

I
j

I

I
I

I

I

tlon, with the Intention of finding a I
cab and driving to the club where Mr.
Brett was employed: but. though there I
were dozens of hansoms drawn up by
the pavement, they had the air of being
private ones. It did seem queer that so I
many people should iiave private hansoms waiting for them at this particular hour iit was huir past 12). but the I
•drivers, with their tall ehlny hate,
smart coats and bright, clever faces, I
the glitter of the hafuess, the
of the cab linings and appointments all
I wanforbade any other thought.
dered wistfully along the line, wonder-1
lug if there were no public conveyances I

uewness!
be-1

auy kind at the Uraud Central
sides the trams, which were as
ing as a procession of African lions.
When I came to the end I caught the
eye of a well groomed youug man In a
pale gray topcoat, looking down from
01

"The people who live there think
it's central," said Mr. Brett, "but thej
make the railroad men keep prlcet
down so that dissatisfied New Yorkeri
II
can afford to go and live there.
isn't a bad Journey, you'll find. I think
You sleep and
It will interest you.
eat In the train, you know."
"What fun!" I exclaimed. "I've nev

slept in
linent"
»r

a

train even on the con

"If you had it would be different
from this one," said he. "Can you be
ready in twenty-five minutes? The
train which we call the Twentieth Century starts at 2:45."
"I'm ready now," said 1. "The soonBut
er we're on the way the better.
oh. about Vivace! Will they allow him

to sleep and eat tco?"
"I expect I can arrange that" Mr.
Brett auswered in such a confident
way that I felt sure he could do it or
anything else he set out to do. It really was lucky for me that he happened
to be traveling west that same day,
and such an extraordinary coincidence
too.
"Are you going on journalistic business?" I asked.
"No; it's business I'm undertaking
for a frleud," he explained, "but I hopç
to got something good for myself out
of it in the eud."
"Oh. I do hope you will," I replied.
"I'm sure you deserve to."
"I'm sure I don't." said he. laughing,
"but I shall try hard for it all the
You know you told me to be
same.

"If it got out that I had run away,
would there be a scandal?" I asked Mr.
Brett In the cab. But he said that I
Mrs. Stuyvesautneedn't be afraid.
Knox was too clever a woman to let
anything she wouldn't like get into the
papers. She would send a paragraph
to the effect that Lady Betty Bulkeley
had been suddenly called home or had

Said there tea* a milλ train due pre*
cntly if I ««s might y aurions

«r iiomc.

one

isn't It?"

morrow.

would do anything for me that was in
his power, and If he were still In New

sure

pleased at that and said )
very kind, though I should hav*
thought it was the other way round.
"111 get your ticket, theu," he went
un. "If you'll give me twenty-five dollars—five pounds, you know—I'll hand
you back the change, but I'm afraid II
won't be much."
"Change?" I echoed. "Why, I supposed it would be ever so much mort
than five pounds to get to Chicago
which is almost in central America,
was

cab.
While I read an account of the wedding and gushing paragraphs about mo
I wondered If there mightn't be things
not so flattering in the same papers to-

suggested

now

mind."
He looked

"I know I did," 1 answered.
A moment later he said that he must
hurry off and attend to the tickets, and
I had only time to glance through some
papers the waiter brought me, with
columns full of Mohuuslelgh's marriage. when he was hack again with a

thing to eat.
The peach made me think of MiBrett and the little basket he had sent
Then this thought
me on the docks.
He hud said he
another.

Insr that

"II
"IIow splendid!" I exclaimed.
You
seems almost too good to be true.
can't fancy what α relief it Is to mj

ambitious."

it bail got Into my head I welcomed It,
begged It to sit down and make itself

Making Morgan Horses.
The effort being made in New England, especially in Vermont, to rehabilitate the Morgan horse and make It again
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oak woodwork for closets.
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that
sure
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Keeping Apples.
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bing promptly attended to.
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There
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All
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kindness, are not keeping well tnis winter. The
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milkman; anyway
be seemed to have authority and be

Sally always

Week?

Vh tiltpj S31

Perhaps be

take Vivace and a handbag and run away to
Sally, but anyway it
was before it had occurred to me tc
sit down.
Sally said before she went away that
1 was to pi to her If 1 felt like it. and
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By C. N. ù A. M. WILLIAMSON

It goes without saying that the program offered during the third annual
Farmers' Week at the University of
Maine, March δι h to 12th, surpasses anything in its width and scope that has
been offered by any college or university in the east for a similar period of
time.
An examination of the program will
show that there is something in it for
every man, woman and child in Maine.
To the man interested in animals, dairying, or poultry a full week's instruction
is offered. To the general farmer, the
potato grower, and others numerous
exercises of much interest and value are
offered, while the fruit grower can obtain information which will prove of
great financial value to him. The educators of the state and town officials
should be interested in the conferences
which pertain to better schools and bet-

a

was sure be
wouldn't waste α second on the way—
and as soon as he bud gone I was beeel
with fears lest Mr. Brett should have
left New York or lest, if still in town,
be might be surprised or shocked at
my taking him at his word.
I was past being hungry now, but
my head ached and I felt dull and
stupid. There wae hardly any one in
the Turkish room, for all the world
of the Waldorf-Astoria was lunching.
I sut watching the door, watching the
door until 1 seemed to have been in
that pluce doing that one thing and
nothing else for years. My eyelids
would keep dropping and my thoughts
slipping away as if they flowed past
1 caught them
me on a slow stream.
back again and again, but at last I
forgot and let them go.
The next thing I knew 1 was raising
my head with a jerk and opening my
eyes to look straight into those of Mr.
Brett. It was he. there was no doubt
of that, and yet he was different In
my dreamy state 1 couldn't think how
for an instant, but as I came to myself I saw it was all a question ol
lie had perhaps been making
dress.
money in Journalism, for he was no
longer good looking In spite of his
clothes.
lie bad the most excellent
gray Uannols or something of the sort.
Just the right kind of collar (I know
It must be right, for Stan always wear»
It) and a waistcoat Potter himself
might havp envied. I didn't exactly
think of these things thon, but I must
have unconsciously taken them all In
In a flash, for I knew them afterward
By the time the flash had passed we
were shaking hands, and he was saying In his nice voice how awfully sorry
he was to have kept me waiting. He
had been at the club, but owing to a

Lady Hetty

Statua.)
The Maine Agricultural Expermeot
Station la now sending out Bulletin 101
which contains an acoount of an investigation upon the Saddled Prominent Caterpillar and gives means by which orchards and shade trees may be protected
from further inroads by this insect.
The hardwood forests of Maine suffered severe attacks from caterpillars
this past summer, thousands of acres
being stripped in July and August, until the trees stood bare as winter growth.
Although several species were at work,
the greater part of the injury was due
to the saddled
prominent caterpillar.
This insect belongs to a group that in
the adult or moth stage is characterized
by a prominence on the margin of the
forewing and are known in consequence
by the popular name of The Prominents.
The term saddled is applied to the
species under discuesion because of a
reddish brown saddle-shaped marking
It is
on the back of the caterpillar.
closely related to the unicorn prominent,
others
and
the two lined prominent
similarly named.
The saddled prominent is a native
species but like most soft bodied caterpillars is usually beld in check by birds,
insect parasites and other natural conditions. The summer of 1007, however,
was especially favorable to caterpillar
life and the saddled prominent got such
a headway at Upper Gloucester, North
Fryeburg and other localities that the
danger for 1008 seemed great. The entomologist at the experiment station,
therefore, spent a considerable portion
of the season just past, in districts where
this phenomenal insect outbreak occurred, making observations on the character of the work, tho unknown points
in regard to the life history -of this insect, the insect enemies and other natural conditions working against it.
Bulletin 101 will be sent free to all
residents of Maine who apply to the
Maine Agricultural Experiment Station,
Oruno, Maine. In writing, please mention this paper.
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culture for your family.
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lies who are just starving for small fruit
(Bnlletln of Main* Agricultural Experiment
When you are troubled with your eyes.
Now is the time to stop, look,
to eat.
Station.)
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think, and see what we shall have to
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months. Turn away from the pork bar- containing an account of the more imis
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portant insects found in the state during
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for
little, hungry souls that are crying
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berries.
been conspicuous for unusal insect ont·
make
when
that
you
Cooie Here.
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grasshoppers,
breaks.
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work it is half
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interested
children
the
Get
done.
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business
they
new
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few
a
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very
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likely
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there
big
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long,
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will
great
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much
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On account of the questions asked
and
Many owners oî homesteads
about "the white pine blight," a brief
do
land
of
others having a small piece
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consider mention
not grow any small fruits but
of several pine insects. The bean worm,
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what
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first
grades
titled to the
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appall-1

his high seat at the back of a darkgreen hansom with great round
holes knocked In the sides, and It
struck me that there was pity kindling
in his glanee. I snatched at the ray as
if It had beçn that everlasting straw
which always seems to be bobbing

I
I

port-1

about wheu au author is drowning
of his characters.
Do you think there Is anybody who
could drive me?" I inquired meekly.
"You bet, miss," said he. "I'm engaged myself or I'd be only too pleased,
but you Just speak to that other gentleman there," with au encouraging
Jerk of his sleek head toward the next
vehicle. "He'll take you anywhere you
want to go."
"Are you sure it isn't a private ban
som?" I breathed up to him in a low.
confidential voice, for the cab he indl
cated was even liner than his, and Stan
one

doesn't look as smart on his coach
a coaching parade day in the park as
on

did the gentleman I was recommended
to address.
"Sure pop," said my friend, grinning,
but uot in a way to hurt my feelings,
so I thanked him, aud we both bowed
\erj politely, and the new man, who
had heard after all, said that none of
the hansoms were private. Anybody
might have them who could pay, but

I needn't I* afraid: he wouldn't
charge me too much.
When he asked where 1 wanted to

go, after all I hadu't the courage to
mentiou the clnb. The only other place
I could think of was the Waldorf-Astoria, where Potter had said any stranger who liked could walk in and sit

down. I told the man to drive me
there, so he did, and only charged me
50 cents, which lie hiuted wae a very
special price. "We don't want you
English youug ladies to think bad of
us." he explained, and I assured him
there was no danger of that, if I could

Judge by myself.
They wouldn't let me go into the
Turkish room—which 1 remembered
very well-wlth Vivace, so I had to

give him up to be fed and taken care
of, and I was obliged to part with my
bag too. Then I wrote a note to Mr.
Brett, Just a few lines, saying that I
was alone in New York, In a little difficulty, and, remembering his kind offer,
I ventured to ask If he would come to

bear to take my eyes off his face les;
1 should wake lip and find him gouebecause I'd been dreaming him.
"I'll tell you all alx.ut everything ii
you'll sit down," I said, but instead
of doing as I asked lu· Inquired will
a queer, worried expression on his fact
whether I had had lunch.
"No; nor breakfast either," I replies
quite gayly, but with a watery smile
"Good heavens." saiu he. goiug a.·
red as if I had accused him of snntch
Ing It from my lips. "Then you mus»
have both together before you begin t(
♦ ill me

anything."

"We might go out an 1 have a sand
wicb somewhere." I suggested.
"There's nothing the matter with tin
Waldorf sandwiches."
"Except that they're expensive." sale
"You must remember you and I
I.

aren't millionaires."
"I have lieeu doing pretty well late
ly." said he. "I can almost call my
self rich. Please have some lunch, i
can afford it. and if you refuse ΓΙ
know it's because"—
I guessed what he might be golnj
to say. so I stopped him.
"Nonsense!" I exclaimed. "But fv<
run away from Mrs. Stuyvesant-Knox
and I don't want to be found, if sin
or her brother should have come t(
New York or if anybody else""I've" thought of that," said he quick
ly. "but we've no time to waste
You're starving. If yon wouldn't mine

my getting you a private diniug roon
and sending you In some lunch""But 1 want you to be with me." '.
Insisted.
He evidently hesitated, but only foi
I dou't think lie's the sort
a minute.
of man to hesitate long about any

thing.
"Very well, that's what I'd like l>est
of course, if you don't mind," he said
"I'll go and see to everything, and In
back before you can count sixty. II

you do It slowly."
I didn't do it at all, hut thought bow
thankful 1 was that he had come t(
me, for I was sure everything woulc

go right now.
In two or three minutes he cam<
back to take me Into a charming llttk
dlulug room, where there was no dan
ger that Mrs. Ess Kay or Potter coult
pounce upon us, as it was for Mr
I shuddered ti
Brett and me alone.
think what It must be costing, but hit
clothes were so exceedingly good 1
hoped he hadn't exaggerated about thi
luck that had come to him.
Naturally 1 couldn't tell the part oi
Pottei
story which concerned
my
Parker, but I said that Mrs. Ess Kaj
wanted me to do things which I didn't

think it right to do. and I couldn't staj
In her house even a day longer.
"I should like to go home," 1 wenl
on. "but I can't yet, and the only othei
thing Is to Join Miss Woodburn in Chi

You remember Miss Woodburn
dou't you?"
He said he remembered her verj
well, had read in the newspaper^ thai
she had left Newport for Chicago' anc
thought it was a wise idea of mine t<
cago.

join her.
"I'm glad you think that," said 1
"for I want to start today, and 1 hop»
tell me how to go, how rnucl
money It will be, how long It takes tc
get there and all about it."
He didu't answer for a minute, but
sat looking very grave, staring at hh
brown hand on the white tableclott
Thei
as if he'd never seen it before.

jou'll

he said:

"Curiously enough, I am going wesl
this afternoon too. Would you objeel
J
to my being in the same train?
wouldn't suggest such a thing, only
you see, as you're a stranger in tin

the Turkish room at the Waldorf-Astocountry I might be able to help you
ria to help me with advice.
A messenger took tbe lett«v«ucji u little."

ι

gone to visit other friends or something
of that sort. "But she will almost certainly cable to your people." he went
on.

"Yes, but she won't know where I've
gone till afterward, and anyhow they
can't object to my l>eiug with Mis*
Woodburn," I answered him.
"You don't think they'll send for you

to come home at once?"
I shook tuy head.
"They won't do
that. They don't want—that Is, they
think it wiser for me to stop on this
side longer, now I'm here."
"I'm very glad of that." said Mr
Brett and he looked at me as if he
really were glad in spite of all the
trouble I'd made him.

black waiters, but it would iuve beet
I longed to ex
fun with him.
claim to Mr. Brett about the glorious
sunset which marched with us aiont
the Hudson river for an enchante*
hour, and I couldn't half enjoy it foi
wondering every minute as it change*
from one beauty to another whet he
he were watching too.
We have tenderly radiaut sunsets a
more

home, which I love, but they're no
etartliugiy magnificent as In America
where all things—even cloud effects
are managed on such a sensationa

scale. I saw some skies to remembei
in Newport, though never one Ilk.· thi.·
but perhaps the magical charm of i
was [tartly dependent on the ghv iiin;

river.
When the daylight blue had fadet
there was α kind of dusky lull: then. u>
if (lames leaped up out of the clear wa
ter, river and mountains and sky rat
gold, reddening slowly till the coioi
burned deep and vivid at the heart of :
From crimson was burn violet
rore.
soft blue violet that huug like a rolv
over the mountains, while tue living
azure of the river was slashed wlti
silver, and as one gazed and gazed
afraid to turn away, there broke a sud
den flood of amethyst light out of tin
floating haze. It was dazzling for :
moment, but before one realized tin
change the brilliance had been drum·
up by purple shadows. The outline ol
trees and foothills melted into tin
pansy gloom, and. at last, with oiu
dying quiver of ligh:. all warmth ol
color was blotted out. Water and ί-k.i
paled to a pensive gray-blue, and, as
the French say, "it made night."
There was a tremendous menu f«»j
dinner, such as we used to lui ν*' foi
breakfast on shipboard. mid droves t>:
things whose names I'd never boar,
before.
Just for curiosity I ordere.
several of the strangest, and so-i.e o;
i 'or :::
tlieiu were a great success,
stance, then* was "succotash." whiei
sounds its if it might be η guttural In
suit flung at the mouth of one red in
dian brave l»y another, but when ii
was

mine

(figuratively speaking)

by

llnug

at

black w:;lter it ti'.n;.?d oi:l
to b^ some! hi ii g more in the nature ol
a compliment.
It linked like lieryl·
mixed with pearls, though it was real
ly only given beans stirred ti|» will
American corn, and the two K->t ou s.
well together you felt they had been
born for each other.
It's now about 2 o'clock in the morn
lug, and It seems as if we must ha v.
raced across half America. but w<
have a long, long way to g> sti'.i
so says the soft brown tiling. \vl:>
looked in en me about an hour ,·:^ο ί
ask lu a casual way whethei·. if sin
should go to Ktirope to live, she mlghl
not be taken for an Italian?
When I was a little girl and m;.
nurse used to make up talcs to put mt
to sleep at night, I would soiuctlm·
get impatient and tell her to "go down
into the story and tind out what happened next." Just now I feel as il
that is what I should like to do In my
future.
a

ZSfib—

B—"

*

#

^ChapterJ5^

Ij^jQidpter

for Chicago If
perfectly wonderful, not
like an ordinary, human
kind of train at ail. I'm
in it now, and have been
writing everything about
the weddiug and what happened afterward because I have a whole room of
my owu and I'm much too excited to
HE

train

sleep.

There's a bed In the room—not a
hard shelf, but quite a wide, springy
bed, with an electric light close by
the pillow; there are walls made of
mirrors; there's a sofa, a washhaud
stand and a palm leaf fan; there's
netting in the window so that you
It

have

can

It was β long drive, though, and as 1
sweet waist with me 1 couldn't hav< !
reacted pressing It upon her, and I liad time to calm down I saw that
.îumbeni of the huge buildings aie nodon't believe «ht» would have refused.
As soon as Mr. Brett got me nleelj
i»ly designed and very magnificent la
settled in my room he said we wouldn' t decoration, making a splendid effect In
meet again dining the Journey. I wai
plte of their vast size rather than be>
And such shops too!
.ause of it
sorry and wanted to know why, ho hi
explained that his ticket was dilTeren t They're like the fairy palaces my
nurse used to tell me about, as big as
from mine I hope that Is the only rea
>
whole cities, where you could get anyeon. really, and that it isn't because h<
thinks lie ought uot to be travellni : thing you wanted just by wishing.
At lust we h topped before a large,
with me. I suppose be is going seconc I
I'Rtidsorue house with a lawn rouud
class.
I did miss him at dinner, which I Inn [ it aud no fence. The bouse wu« stone
In front, but had brick sides, which
in a grand restaurant car about half
i : ,-ave It a queer effect, yet somehow
mile away from uie In the train,
ilr.'t ep>!5 it, and wherever there
was fun being there, seeing all tb<
people and being served by fascliiatinf ; rusn't a porch It had broken out in

open

without

y

fri

1IK iirst face I saw on tin
platform when we ar
rived In
Chicago was
τΚβ»
Ile wm
Κ'κΓMr. Urett's.

^,

j| j

Mwaiting

to

help

me am

looked as fresh us It' ht
hadu't spent eighteen hours In tin
train. He said I looked fresh, too, bal
If I did It must have been excitement
half the uight and
as I'd written
dreamed desperately the other hail
about Potter l'arker— dressed like ont
Indians they have foi
of those red
cigar signs In New York—pursuing im
with a Jeweled tomahawk.

with the room and Isn't an extra.
She's the same brown as the porters,
only paler than most, and the train
wasn't ten minutes outside New York
when she appeared to ask what she
could do for me. There was nothing
at the time, but she didn't go away.
She looked about for a minute, then
pouncing on the palm leaf she began
to fan me, slowly and gracefully, not
holding on by anything, though the
train was hurling Itself through the
state of New York apparently with the
which

would be extremely sur
prised and offended, but I would defy
even the crossest person to be offend
It
ed with this soft brown thing.
would have l>een too ungrateful not to
answer her nicely when she was keep
Ing my tiles at bay with extreme Inconvenience to herself, so 1 admitted that
I was English, told what county I
did

people

from, how long I'd been in the
States, where I'd been staying, how I
liked America, where 1 was gol.ttf now.
and ended up by satisfying her as to
my a se nnd whether I had a mother
I also stated that I was neither mar
rled nor engaged. The dear creature
rewarded me for all this by telling me
a great deal about herself and lier relacame

tives. and a church picnic she attended last Sunday, where there were more
young gentlemen than ladles— "whjch
always makes parties so idee for us

girls."

"I must say that's a mighty pretty
hat you've got." said she at last. "I
And
reckon It came from England.
I'd glvf
my, but that Is a «\>··<·ι \.:int!
my life for that wui: t."
If 1 had had a twin sister of th«

wludows.

id the cabman to wait and then
:aTJ up the four or Ave steps to ring
In a minute a
h* front doer bell.
nald came who could have been very
iin.irt looting if she had ouly worn a

;>roper ca p.
"Is Mis.* Woodburn stopping
Ε asked.
"No, she Isn't," returned the
woman, with a glint of the eye
seemed to say she would perish

than call any

oue

here?"
young
which
sooner

"Mise."

"Are you sure?" I persisted, my heart
for a plunge bootward.
"I guess so," tut id the girl with a superior but not 111 natured smile. "8he
was staying ν 1th us, but ihe went day
before yesterday. I don't think she'll
be back, because she's gone to take
care of a friend who's real sick way

preparing

back In Ohio somewhere."
"Way back iu Ohio somewhere!" The
words \V'»re like a knell for all my
hopes. I didn't know what was to be-

of tie now.
"I am sorr.I said. "Do you know
If a telegram came for Miss Woodburn
come

yesterday?"
"Yes, indeed,"

replied the young
all In oue word, but her face
brightened. Suddenly she was looking
lit me like a long lost friend. "I guess
you're expected. Mrs. Hale, that's th#
lady of the house here, sent the telegram on, and Miss Woodburn telegraphed back about you. Mrs. Hale
went to meet your tralu, but may be
she didn't recognize you or else she
Anyhow,
got caught at the bridge.
I guess
she hasn't come back yet.
you'd better come in. Your room is
woman,

all ready for you."
"I can't do that, though I'm very
grateful indeed to Mrs. Hale," I said.
•I—I have other plans. I'll Just scribble a little note to tell her so and
:hank her, then 1 must go."
•'She'il Just never forgive me If I let
jrou." protested the young woman.
1 began to be a little afraid that I

•night b»· detained by well

meant

force,

I.tit v. neti 1 had written a letter to Mrs.
Halt (squeezing Vivace under one arm
aud bitting at a desk In a bright,
charming drawing room where three

I'ereiun cats, six Japanese spaniels
•ind a number of birds played about
•he lloor) 1 contrived to persuade the
hospitable creature that my immediate departure was practically a mut-

of life or death.
So Instead of writing my news to
Mr. Brett I went back with It to him.
like a bad penny. He must have been
•iurprise.1 when he heard that a lady
th<· drawing room of
was waiting In
Ills hotel and hurried in to see me sltriug there. 1 should have felt ready
•o die If he had looked bored, but he

ter

ildu't

a

bit.

[to
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NIGERIAN BABY.

Water Soaked Inside and Outside at
the Morning Toilet.
Matrons of the west uiay be Interested to heur tLit.* details of the Nigerian native baby's morning toilet.
Anything over three months old is no
longer a "baby" to the native materfamiiias and i? bathed with the other

children, generally u numerous brood,
iu the chill morning air before sunrise.
The little mite yells lustily while the
cold water Is splashed o\ i»r its browa
body and generally continues the chorus when put aside to dry. Towels do
not form part of the household equip-

The bathing process flulshed,
ment.
the Infants are subjected to a sort of
The mother
water cure treatment.
seizes a child, scoops up a handful of
water and, using her thumb as a kind

of spout, squirts it with extraordinary
dexterity into the youngster's mouth

and down its throat. Protests In the
shape of loud gurgles, horrible « h-»kIngs κnd desperate struggling are quite
unheeded. The steady stream of water eciillvue;} to pour down the child's
throat until the mother's practiced

Advice to Smoker·.
Here are α number of don'ts for
smokers, some of which no doubt will
surprise a good many men: I>on't
smoke directly after a meal. There Is

the most Irresistible craving to smoke,
but It Is wiser to wait a half hour or
Don't smoke out of door*
an hour.
In a high wind or it) cold, frosty
weather. In the former case It is dangerous, and in the latter it cracks the

prevents proper breathing.
Don't smoke with the cigar or pipe
held at the corner of the mouth. This
excites the aecretlon of more saliva
than when the cigar or pipe Is held
And, above all,
straight In front.
don't get In the bad habit of expectorating frequently when smoking. It
Is quite unnecessary and merely a habit and harmful.—St. Louis Post-DI·lips and

light travels around

the world.
(1 never could remember
how mauy times It can do the whole
distance lu a minute, but whatever It
Is, it has the air of being a l>oast.)
I thanked her a good deal and said
I wouldn't trouble her auy more,
though it was very uice. but she kept
straight on. like a mechanical doll, until I felt that In common humanity 1
ought to fan her. If any one In England. especially any one lu her position
(only there aren't such positions), had
asked half as many questions as she

\t

t- t:

touch on the patient's distended stomach tells her that the limit of capacity
has been reached. All babies are submitted to this treatment, which Is beUeved to have a most strengthening
effect.—Loudon Standard.

getting

black, and there would be plenty
of places to put my things if I'd
brought three times as many. But
better than anything else, there's a
soft, eweet, brown maid who goes

speed In

jo

Opening mu Cf/r*

ni

Mr. Brett bad

look ntr>tl(i!it in:
Mr. lîr^tt

lu

insisted on my tele

graphing to Sally before we left Nev
York to say i was coining and askln;
her to meet,the train; therefore wi
were surprised not to tind her at thi

station. I was rather anxious, and so
I could see, was Mr. Brett Ile though
he bad better not drive in α cab witl
me to the friend's house where sh>
was staying, but he told me the naun
of a hotel where he would go at one
and made me promise that 1 wouli
send him a line by the cabman to sa;
whether everything was well with me
"Miss Woodburn probably has
headache or perhaps Is out of town fo
"It can't be any
the day." said he.
fhi::g else. Still I shall Ik· a Utile un
easy till I hear. And you know I ho!<

mys-elf absolutely at your service."

'What about your friend whose busi
you've come to attend to?"
sked. "I mustn't ite so seltish as t<
itcifcre with that, whatever _hap
•»ens."
"Oh. I can attend to both interests.'
'>e assured me. "without neglectlni
•Ither. I shan't need to let one Inter
es»

<Vre with the other. And rpmember,
won't stir out of niv hotel till I've ha(
your note."
Bereft of lilra. Chicago overawed mi
and took my breath a way. It ta a goo<
thing I naw New York Grut, for if I'<
come straight from England with onl;

îr.eisorlee of peaceful London to sup
port me through the ordeal, I don'
L::c.7 but It might have affected m;

brain.

patch.

A Dog Story.
At a farmhouse at which we have
a terrier, ltougb. share·
been

stayln.r

always his master's lirst breakfast,
the bread and cream accompanying a

breaks
cup of tea. Three corners he
off and gives to Ibuu It. who eats the
tirst two. Off the third he licks the
to a
cream, then carries the crust
hen who each morning comes across
the Held where the fowls are kept
uml at the gate awaits her friend's arrival. Should others of the hens apoff" while
pear, Hough "barks them
his favorite devours her portion.
—

London Spectator.

A Tremendous Task.
"So you are going to study law?"
"Yes."
"Going to make α ejHiclulty of criminal law?"

"No."
"('oriKjratlon law?"
"So. Koth are too easy. What I
want is to be accurately and reliably

Informal as to what month* In the
week it is peryear and days In the
mitted to nhoot certain game In the
vurlcns eccflcns of the country."—
Washington Star.
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THE OXFORD BEARS.
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

first Baptist Church. Rev. β. W. F. Hll, pastor.
Preaching every Sunday Μ 10:46 A. M.
Sundav School at 12. Sabbath evening service
at 7 Λ».
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
7 JO.
Covenant Meeting the last Friday before
All
the 1st Sunday of the month at 3:90 F. M.
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited.

—

IIH(jLE COPIES.

Slavic Copies of the Democrat are four cent·
pacb. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publisher* or for the convenience of patron·
jingle copies of each Issue have been place·! on
»al« at the following place· In the County :

This book has been in our library a year
and has been taken out fourteen times.
Its popularity is not as great as that of
Buck de Id.
Mrs. Harlow. Poet Oflo>Paris Ulll.
books added at the same
some other
Samuel T. White.
We« Parle.
time.
There is an unclaimed letter at the
NSW A D V KKT1S KM Ε SI'S.
post office for Miss Caro Hutchinson.
Mrs. H. E. Hammond, who has been
The New Hatesick the past week, is better at this
in the Days of Old.
Wheezeror Sneezer.
time. Her daughter, Mrs. F. E. Shorev,
Bald Heads Sot Wanted.
of Portland, is with her for a few days.
Bad Eye»
Mish Nellie Marshall of West Paris is
Shur-On Eye Ulasse*.
Wanted.
spending a few days with her siater,
Mrs. Jarvis M. Thayer.
Notes from the Legislature.
The regular meeting of the directors
that
to
i*
now
getting
The legislature
of the public library will be held at the
the
Held
where
day
stage of its existence
library Wednesday afternoon at half
aod its oratory tigure in the forenoon past two o'clock.
efthe
and
the
two
of
houses,
sessions
Miss Lula Emmons of West Paris is
forts of the orators are not oontined to the guest of her friend, Miss Annie
the committee hearings, though there Parris.
are still a number of these on the calenIn preparation for taking the mail
dar, both for this week and next, and route, Alfred Jl. Daniels has purchased
the introduction of new measures has by a handsome matched pair of young
no means ceased as yet.
horses.
Last week there were two particularly
Miss Agnes Brown entertained the
one
in
the
house,
interesting field days
Five Hundred Club Saturday. A pleasthe
resolve
when
apon Wednesday,
ant afternoon was enjoyed.
propriating $47,500 for each of the two
Mrs. L. M. Goodwin has gone to Saco,
and
the
for
protection
propagation
years
to take a place as housekeeper in a famof fish was under consideration, and the
ily there.
other on Thursday, when the resolve apMr. and Mrs. Frank B. Hammond gave
propriating 9350,000 for an addition to a dinner party last .Saturday in honor of
Both
the state house was considered.
the eightieth birthday of Mr. Hammond's
Patmeasures were opp sed by Mr.
mother, Mrs. George F. Hammond. Bethe
who
is
playing
taugall of Waterville,
sides members of the household, there
Nevertheeconomy string continuously.
were present Rev. and Mrs. G. W. F.
less both measures passed the house. Hill, Mrs. Myrtilla Greene, Mies ElizaThe tish appropriation is nearly double beth Eastman, and Mrs. F. E. Shorey.
Although the Mrs. Hammond is one of the most active
that of former years.
state house resolve was reported unani- and well
preserved women of her age to
mously by the committee, and no one be found anywhere. Indeed, she looks
the
at
it
hearing,
Her other
appeared to oppose
ten or fifteen years younger.
Mr. Pattangall endeavored to make op two eons, Dr. Frederick P. Hammond
a Democratic measure in
it
to
positon
and G Liucoln Hammond of New York,
caucus, and succeeded so well as to rally and her daughter. Dr. Charlotte F. Ham5S votes in the house for indefinite post- mond, were uuable to be present.
ponement. There were SI votes against
Speaking of Paris Hill's smart young
postponement, and the resolve passed.
ladies there is Miss Elizabeth Eastman,
for
the
Measures that have been killed
eighty-one years young and as smart and
session are the bill establishing a unispry as a girl, and Mrs. Columbia Parinwas
which
form poll tax of 13 00,
ris, widow of the late Hon. Virgil D.
Tueshouse
in
the
definitely postponed
Parris. who observed her ninety-fifth
which
the
and
bill,
Donigan bridge
day,
birthday last week and is well preserved
was defeated in the senate Thursday.
mentally an a woman of sixty.
The temperance committee has voted
The Ladies' Circle will meet in Cumof
the
favor
in
Hastings
unanimously
in ings Hall next Thursday evening. Supbill, taking away the discretion of the per will be served at six. The men will
court, and making imprisonment com- have charge of the supper, and they repulsory where it is named iti the stat- quest all that furnish food for the tables
utes. On resubmission the committee to send it to the ball as early as five
divides on political lines, the Republican o'clock for the convenience of the commajority opposing and the Democratic mittee. The entertainment will be a
minority favoring it.
farce, "Two Ghosts in White," with the
Governor Kernald took a hand in the following ca*t:
on
of
Thursday,
making
expenditures
Mies Praxis. principal of young ladles' boarding
and cailed some of the members of the
Mrs. Albion Abbott.
M hool,
Mrs. H. P. Hammond.
<-u8h«ver, visitor,
legislature in to see him. As the resalt Mrs.
Mrs. Κ rank Hammond.
S< urtop, Matron,
Miss
it is said that certain appropriation» School
girl*:
now pending will be shaved down by it
Edith Pomeroy.
Belle,
Mrs. Harlow.
•lulla,
total of about $100,000.
Mary Pierce.
Annie,
The question of election of the attorMise Luce.
Nettle,
Mrs. Fred Shaw.
ney general, state treasurer and secre- Bridget,
in
is
the
state
of
disagreeby
people
tary
Admission ten cents. All are invited.
ment between the house and senate.
Past Sumner.
The resolve providing for a constitu
tional amendment to have them chosen
Washington's
birthday was the theme
by the people is approved by the house at the Congregational church evening
and
the
and disapproved by the senate,
service on Sunday evening, Feb. 21st.
matter is now in conference.
Rev. S C Eaton gave a brief interesting
taken
were
hours
Several
up Thursday address on the life of Washington, folafternoon and evening with a hearing lowed
by selected tributes read by sevbefore the judiciary committee on a bill eral
Several patriotic
young ladies.
exto
Water
Co.
Mexico
the
allowing
national airs were rendered, with organ
A
bonds.
issue
and
its
large
tend
plant
ind violin accompaniment and the occanumber of Mexico people and or hers in- sion was
enjoyed by the large crowd
terested were present at the hearing.
present. Owing to the extremely bad
The measure is opposed by the town by
traveling the grange sermon was postThe chief obvote at a town meeting·
poned until the next Sabbath.
manner in
of
the
the
is
on
ground
jection
At the Baptist church on Sunday,
which the company was organized and Rev. F. M. Lamb
gava a graphic account
the contract with the town, the legality of the
great Boston revival which was
of which is questioned, was signed.
very interesting. He also sang in a fine
Tbe hearing, which began in tbe middle manner two or three of the
songs so
of tbe afternoon, was not finished until
popular at those meetings. Mr. Lamb's
after 9 o'clock in the evening.
and
chorus
director
position as a soloist
gave him exceptional facilities to note
John's Letter.
the great movement that has been made
Well, Miss Β I hardly think that I part of the world's history. An account
We
answer.
can give yon a satisfactory
from an eye witucss and worker is in·
only know that the average boy is a tensely inieresnng.
and
a
certain
to
little savage up
age,
Sumner town reports show a financial
tbat the average girl is a little dear to
balanceju favor of the town of $1,329.46
the end of time. Sometimes the savagThe annual town meeting was held at
ery disappears as the years go by—not West Sumner on Monday, March 1st, a
never
to
You
we
are
say.
always,
sorry
report of which will appear later.
saw a girl throw a stone at a bird, aod
A fatal accideut occurred on the railif you have you can testify that she road track near Hartford station on
didn't hit it. But you have seen her
Monday night, in which a man by name
with a dead bird in her hat. She ac of DeCoster was
instantly killed by beof
the
results
the
slaughter—
cepts
ing on the track and run over by a freight
is
there
doubt.
no
Yes,
thoughtlessly,
train. His body was frightfully mangled
a savage element both latent and active
and portions strewed along the track for
We have not
even in civilized man.
It is supposed that the
a long distance.
forgotten the time when we, too, would man attempted to cross the track in the
shy a stone at a bird even when she was ilarkiifss and somehow slipped beneath
singing her beet to please us. She ask- the train. As it was not at any crossing
ed for bread and we gave her a stone. It the railroad
company cannot be to
But it
was the untutored savage in us.
blame. The man worked in C'loutier A
I
trust
was more than sixty years ago.
Irish's lumber mill, and was a Hartford
the whole bird-tribe have forgiven as I resident.
During the thirty years that
I
be
to
go this division of the M. C. R. H. has been
hope
forgiven—(elsewhere.)
do
most
birds
the
where
now
softly
operated, no passenger has lost his life
congregate, and they seem to have or been seriously injured while in
caught on to the idea that 1 am not the transit.
worst fellow that ever was, and maybe
"Where the carcass is, the eagles
they do not take any stock in the story hover." The ravenous eagles of corporathat ! was wont to pester their ancestors tions, chartered institutions and office
ages and ages ago.
holders at the legislative session at AuAnd now when that law on optics is
gusta would soon make a slim carcass of
those
but
none
is—and
ever
it
passed—if
our state treasury if all the demands
who wear a tag are permitted to sell the were acceded to.
Economy is a byis
trust
and
a
to
formed,
read,"
"Helps
word there.
as the manner of some is, will the poor
(lreenwood.
and the purblind, the homeless and the
to
wear
disconsolate, be compelled
Another snow and rain storm this
leather goggles of home manufacture or week, but they occur so frequently of
go without? There is a mouse in many a late as to lose most of their novelty.
little pile of meal nowadays, and so we Wesley King started for the City Wedsometimes smell a mouse where there nesday morning, but when reaching the
may be no mouse at all whatsoever. I Bennett place it rained so that he conwonder if it rea'ly is a movement wholly cluded to go no farther and so spent the
in the interest of tb·» universal optic. most of the day here. Mr. Ring says he
Not knowing I couldn't say.
is not looking for much more sledding
The loggers are having a serious set- this winter, especially on the ponds
back in consequence of the thaw, the where the snow and water are so deep.
roadway through the bog being in such Hid brother Horbert has quite an amount
a condition that it is hard on horse Hesh of pulp, birch and cord wood, which he
and perhaps dangerous. The careful is anxious to get out if possible; but no
and the merciful ones take no risks.
more work for the timber cutters this
John.
winter.
It is quite evident the weather maker
Mrs. Larkin Farrar.
cannot see into the future much farther
Mrs. Ellen, wife of Larkin Farrar, who than other people. Sometimes he hits
died at her home in Bucktield Feb. 21st, the mark and so would any of us, though
was the daughter of the late Edmond S. uot pretending to be prophets.
and Flannah Β Dean, and was born in
Calm and delightful was the other
Bucktield May 21, 1852 She attended morning, and so a neighbor's wife conHebron
and
Acad
Paris
of
the schools
cluded to go out and have a slide with
emy, and taught in differenr parts of her children. Reaching the summit of a
Maine, and also in Illinois. Later she small elevation she mounted the sled,
went into the millinery business in Weld. and all went woll until it broke through
From there she moved Ό South Paris, the crust, when it suddenly stopped,
and continued in the millinery business while the occupant continued to move
there for a cumber of years. In 181*0 onward, but in quite a different position.
she married Larkin Farrar, and returned That made the children laugh and by
to Bucktield, the town of her birth, that time she thought going out and
where the rest of her life was spent in sliding on thin crust was a humbug anyway.
quiet.
She leaves a husband, Larkin Farrar,
Flies are again making themselves
Hannah
B.
Mrs.
a
of Bnckdeld.
mother,
conspicuous if not welcome in the house,
Mrs.
John
J.
two
sisters,
and
crows are reported being seen, but
Hayden
Dean,
and three not here; all of which savors of spring
and Mrs. Fremont Field,
brothers, Elroy A. Dean, Elmer B. Dean which cannot be far away.
ann Albert Ε Dean, all of Paris. She also
A late paper gives the picture of a
leaves a niece. Miss Ada May Durgin, whale captured near Cape Cod, Mass.,
who being bereft of her parents, was and although his dimensions are not
taken into the home where she has been given, he was a good sized fish as comfor the past two years, and was cared for pared to minnows or smelts. It is a
itheir own child.
curious fact that although we saw scores
She was a most estimable lady, gentle of whales while fishing on the Newin ber manners, refined in spirit, always foundland banks, the largest one we
agreeable to her many friends. As a saw during the season was near Cape
friend she was cordial and appreciative; Cod, before reaching l'rovincetown, and
aa a neighbor kind and accommodating; eetimated a good 50-footer.
Mrs. Fannie Howe has owned «small
aa a wife and companion she was faithful and devoted. In all the relatione of farm for several year*, and formerly
and
all
her
met
she
life
obligations well,
occupied by her father, C. B. Brooks,
who know her speak her praise. She who left more than a year ago and movhas left to her family and to her large ed to Bristol, since which it has been
circle of kindred and friends many the most of the time vacated. We now
memories. Her cheerful smile, learn that Delphon F., oldeat son of
her cordial greetings, her bountiful Rev. C. A. Brooks of Norway, haa
hoepitality, her kindly miniatrstions, her bought the place and will soon move
unfailing constancy will not soon be for- there. Hia family consists of a wife and
two llttl· bo ye, the oldest now η scholar.
gotten.
South Pari»,
Norway.

i

shurtleU"» Drug Store.
Noyés* Dreg Store.
stone's Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.

Sew Zealand. Two
are now In print for
In
the
one
the blind,
Albany State Library, and
the other in the New York City Library. These
volume*
of
are in tlx
English braille, while the
copy being prepared for the Providence (R. I.)
br&llle will require nine
In
American
Library
volumes.

reprinted In Australia and
copie·· of the entire book

pleaaant

ran a

H. Fifield of thia place. Mr.
who· for a long time ha· been
bothered for room to carry on hia buainess, will nae hia own grain mill near
the G. T. R. R. atation for a atore honae
and after March lat will be pleaaed to
aerve hia cnatomera from the Maxim
mill which be has leased for two yeara.
Mr. Fifield is one of oar bastling busito

Pari· HU1.

—41 JO a year If paM strictly in advance.
v>tberwl»e #2.00 a year. Single copie· 4 cent».
Letter P. Twitchell it visiting hi·
All legal advertisements
ADTKiTiSKXDrra:
Ernest F. Twitchell, Ashland,
*re given three consectlve Insertions for $1.30 uncle,
Made hia brother Bernard at
I>«r Inch In length of column. Special contracts Mass.
advertismade with local, transient and yearly
Portland a short visit on the way.
ers.
Loring, Sbort Λ Harmon in their book·
Job PKUTUie —Sew type, fast presses, electricand low prices of the month for February say that:
power, experienced workmen
com Line to mil this department of our buslThe popularity of "Aunt Jane of Kentucky"
aeaa complète and popular.
grows steadily, and It· fame le spreading to
other countries. Some of the chapters have been

Terms

grain and feed buaineaa
for abont two yean, haaaold out his
whole stock, including his delivery team,

THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL and hai
D.

Fifield,

ness

men

and thia arrangement will

make it convenient for him to aerve the
public to good advantage. He baa hired
Mr. Percy C. Mayhew to work for him.
The grocery atore which haa been ran in
the Maxim mill will be diacontinaed
and all the atock in that baaineaa baa
been sold to oar trader, G. A. Smith.
Three of oar R. F. D. carriers, C. L.

Ridlon, Ellsworth D. Curtis and C. R.
Briggs, are entertaining the mnmpa,
and a number of othera including Mr.
and Mrs. G. Will Berry and Mra. Ε. Ε
Tuell also have them. Llewellyn Lowe

is also at his home at North Paris sick
with the disease. It has been quite an
epidemic and there have probably been
about forty cases in this locality.
Friends are glad to hear that Miss Ella
M. Curtia la improving in health.
Pomona Grange meets here March 2d
with an interesting program.
Mr. and Mrs. Hezekiah Farrar met
with the loss of their baby daughter the
19th. The child was a moat promising
one and was nearly three weeks of age.
Death was caused by bowel trouble.
Mr. Farrar's mother from Sumner is
with them. The funeral was attended
by Rev. Isabella S. Macduff at 2 o'clock
Sunday afternoon, the 21st.
The local grange have given up for
the present the drama they were to play

this spring. We understand that this
society talk seriously of building their
new hall the coming summer.
The W. C. T. U. will meet Thursday
afternoon of this week with Mrs. David
Emmons.
The Ladies1 Aid of the Methodist
church met Tuesday afternoon with
Mrs. David Emmons and the following
officers were elected :
President—Mr·. AnnaC- Young.
Vice-President—Mrs. Ellsworth O.Curtis.

Secretary—Mrs. C. Howard Lane.
Treasurer—Mrs DavlU Emmons
The Universalist Good Will society Is
holding meetings Wednesday afternoon
of each week and ia preparing for a
white sale near Easter time.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Bates are visiting
in New Haven, Conn., for a few weeks.
Weat Sumner.
The S. B. U. Club met with Mrs. Goo.
A. Chandler Thursday afternoon. This
was a Washington day and many points
of interest were brought out about the
father of his country. After the literary exercises refreshments were served
and conundrums and funny stories were
in order.
The next meeting will be
March 11.
Guy Heath has the first case of mumps
in town.
Mr. Daniel Dale and wife, who have
been spending a few weeks with Mr. and
Mrs. A. B. Wheeler, returned to their
home in Milan, Ν. H., last Tuesday.
The ladies of the Baptist oircle will
serve a dinner in the vestry Wednesday,
March 3d.
Mr. George Morrill, who has been ill
of pueumonia, is very low.
Miss Susan Harper of East 'Sumner,
who has been staying with her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Farrar, has
returned home.
Mr. Atwood of Norwood, Mass., was
the guest of his eon, Dr. H. F. Atwood,
a few days last week.
There' was a masquerade dance here
Friday night, the 10th, which proved to
be very successful both socially and
financially under the efficient manage
ment of Mrs. Rodney Chandler.
Fortyfive couples joined in the opening march.
The hall was so crowded with spectators
that there was hardly room for the
dancers. At midnight an oyster supper
was served to the dancers.
Among the
principal characters represented were
the following:
Miss Minnie Carter—Old Fashioned Girl.
Mrs. Lynn Dyer—Flower Girl.
Mr*.
Miss
M Us
Mies
Mrs.
Mrs.
Miss

Pells Andrews—Indian Maid.
Gertrude Bonnev—Japanese Lady.
Myrtle Bowe—Queen of Hearts.
Hazel Warren,—Nurse.
Ellen Harper—Flower Girl.
Selden Barrett—Nun.
Gertrude Warren—Lady of the

Century.

Mr. and Mrs. Claude Blair of Portland
View cf tho Metropolis of
were guests of lira. Blalr'a parent·, Mr.
preached a
Why · Street, Newly Paved, Wee Torn An Englieh
A. 8. Holland, over Sunday.
the New World.
Official Order.
appropriate to the day and the American and lira.
by
Up
Mr. aod Mr·. Lewla Irlah of Bamford
dag was draped aboat the altar.
New York ought by most artistic
M. λΐυηηΐσ*·, the French Asiatic
Paria were in
hideous.
Sunday evening the song aervlce en- and Lather Irlah of Weat
vouched for the truth of the standards of the past to be
traveler,
town
waa
Monday.
of
"The
given
titled
Daddy"
Saving
mind, with
H. P. Shaw and Ο. B. Spanlding have following story of how his friend, Instead (as I made up my
at the Congregational church nnder the
few weeks
β
the paat week.
Hop Slug, a man of means and re- η shock of pleneure, as Individual
auapicea of the W. C. T. U. A chorua been in Boatonwaa
in Portland Tneaday
F. B. Dyer
of about twenty voioea under the direcfinement, was on one occasion sorely ago) she Is as beautiful,
Of course there are
tion of Mra. Banghart aaaiated Mrs. aod Wedneaday.
victimized.
Hop Sing lived in the almost, as Venice.
Ida Ingeraoll haa been aerionaly ill
and her atmosphere. Even a
as unher
Eugène Yandenkerckhoven, who read
roasted
corn,
sky
the
of
im- •trect
the little atory moat impreaaively. The darioK the put week, bat la now
street as regular old frump of a city could wear
savory and as ill paved a
aoloa and cboruaea were by our beat proving.
wine of
The local manda- a spurious c harm when golden
Pekin.
all
in
Mona
aocial
held
oirole
any
The
Baptiat
muaical talent. The picture of Francea
over ber from a
and
of
sum-hlne
dripped
friend
H.
bis,
M
In
A.
of
Intimate
home
an
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was
at
rin
Wlllard waa placed upon an eaael draped day evening
Btuddcd with turquoise or
with the Amerioan flag. At the oloae of Prince. Games of varlona kinda, puzzlea Hop Sing availed himself of this crystal cup
ns heaven and Turner
served
charade*
such
of
to
star
sunset
some
a
η
mandarin
and
In
the
Curtia
acting
paid
the aong service Mrs. Nellie
friendship to press
very pleasant evening.
Certainly, alone could conceive, glittering like a
have the street repaved.
fitting tribute to the memory of the to paaa aFaith
Good
Lodge No. 40 D. of B. in- Rt once. The men would'be'at work henn of jewels behind a veil of springreat leader and the audience reaponded
itiated one candidate at their regular
with a generoua offering.
back kled gold dust. Rut the startling, biThe work on It before Hop Sing could get
exist
Monday flaga were flying from nearly meeting Tneaday evening.
another
zarre beanty of New York could
then
week
A
home.
passed,
all of the buildlnga and the W. R. C. was followed by one of Chef Crockett1·
in
α London fog.
even
In
Hop
on
until.
despair,
so
and
visit,
famous stews.
aerved a supper in their dining hall.
What is (here to say of a vast city
Mr. Wm. H. Bridgbam of Lewiston Sing determined to have the street reTuesday the W. C. T. U. held a comof
the architectures of the
memorative meeting, it being "Francea waa in town Monday and Tuesday
paired at hie own expense. The work where all
world and some that were never Been
Willard Day.'1 An intereating program thla week.
was satisfactorily completed.
The Old Folks' party· held at Nezinon luud or sea rub
was preaented.
The surprise of Hop Sing was only (anywhere else)
Would you not
on
Tuesday Mra. Ο. M. Maaon attended a scot Ball Friday evening waa a moat
when
shoulders
together?
by his indignation
enjoyable affair. There were about 37 equaled
missionary meeting in Auburn.
think tliut thejv would refuse to speak
awakening one morning he found a
Mr.
led
march
the
on
to
Boaby
baa
Misa Luella Boothby
grand
couples
gone
didn't fight
coolies upheaving the newly to each other, even If they
ton where she will be employed for the and Mrs. A. S. Hall. Music waa fur- gang of
dreadful to witnished by Payne & Plummer of Lewis- flagged street. Ills surprise grew In disastrous battle
aeaaon in millinery buaineaa.
to New York and see.
Mr. Jameson Finney is to move here ton. A paatry supper waa aerved by when he heard from the mandarin's η es?? Hut go
I said to myself as I drove about
soon and Mra. Finney will carry on the Bobert Tyler.
own lips tbat-the men were there at
Mra. Ada Shaw waa in Mechanic Falls his orders.
New York that the gay. colorful city
millinery buaineaa which ahe recently
(lower garden where
Thursday.
purchased of Miaa Heiber.
"You see, my dear friend," said the was like a huge
Mechanic
of
Misa Geneva Hutchinson
Tuesday evening a moat pleasing en"I am expecting the bead the gardener had «own his seeds anymandarin,
H.
and
Mrs.
Mr.
of
the
Hall.
was
Falla
guest
tertainment was given in Odeon
golden sunInspector around here In a few days. how—crimson hollyhocks,
Cook and Harris proved to be real en- P. Rawaon, Friday and Saturday.
flowers. dainty pinks, mcdest violets,
were to see the beautiful
he
If
Now.
conare
be
E.
to
the
M.
and
tertainers
lilies, larkspurs. pansics and
Oxford.
pavement you have laid down in your tall white
gratulated for giving the publio an opbelter
a thousand other early things
of
come to the concluevenwould
field
such
a
be
Anna
to
Miss
street
secretary
Lewis,
pleasant
enjoy
portunity
all
the Maine Missionary Sooiety, spoke at sion that there was money about, and skelter, leaving them to come up
ing with moving pictures.
other as they chose, and
each
Mr. E. C. Park baa purchased the Temperance Hall Monday afternoon.
vein
bleed
among
every
would
he
assuredly
James Hodsdon property.
Monday evening the Congregationaliat In my body. This would mean my instead of the experiment being a failThursday the students of Gould Acad- Ladies1 Circle held a Washington night ruin. Don't you see why your pave- ure It turned out a glorious success.emy held their annual fair in Qarland entertainment and sale. The entertainWilliamson In London
ment really must come up? It cost me Mrs. C. N.
Chapel. The different classes had their ment consisted of readings, vooal and
I don't Chronicle.
secuie my post.
to
fortune
one
etc.
well
and
tables prettily arranged
sup- instrumental
mnslc, tableaux,
in keeping it."
plied wttb fancy and useful articles. There were songs by John Downing, waut to 8{>eud another
Ice cream, cake and homemade candy Ida Stone, Perley French and Margaret
Obesity and Will Power.
In Walker, a duet by Ida and Lulu Stone,
were on sale during the afternoon.
WEEP.
YOU
Obesity is easily cured with the exWHEN
the evening a program of recitations, and a violin solo by Rev. Mr. Pettengill,
ercise of the proper care and restraint
music, pantomime and a farce was given. reading by Mr. Hazen. Ice cream and The
That Tears Act Upon the on the part of the patient. Without
Way
A good sum was realized for the acad- cake were on sale.
Human Organism.
this, however, the cure is Impossible,
Mrs. John Robinson and Owena Wbyte
emy fund.
can be
Professor Waynbaum, M. D., of and no physician or medicine
Friday the Gould Academy basket ball have gone to Florida to visit Joseph Pardisteam went to North Bridgton and met rott. They will also go to Cuba.
Paris publishes souie queer facts re- of any help. The happy-go-lucky
James Davis, a soldier of the Civil garding the uature and purpose of positions of fat people, their tendency
defeat, the score being ïl-8in favor of
War, died Tuesday, Feb. 23d, of tuber- tears, coming to the conclusion that to regard their ailment lightly, cause
Bridgton.
The prize speaking of the academy culosis. His funeral was held Thursnothing seriously
tears act upon the human organism them to look upon
students will take place at Odeon Hall day at the M. E. church, Rev. Mr. FarnsThese
to deny themselves nothing.
ether or alcohol."
chloroform,
"like
March 5tb, at the close of the winter worth officiating and T. A. Roberts
are re
a human being gives way to characteristics, which rererally
"When
Post and Corps attending.
term.
"the eponrlhle for their ailment, furnish
Mrs. Geo. Andrews of Portland is sorrow," says Dr. Waynbaum,
olwtacles In the way of
West Bethel.
blood pressure in the brain decreases. the greatest
visiting relatives here.
fat j>erson
"Wbcn the wind Is dancing wildly
lost a norse oy The tear helps in this process, which curing them. As a rule, the
jonnson
Thomas
On the snow-strewn hill· outside,
he
drowning in the road near Julio· Ful- benumbs the brain for the time being, does Just the opposite of what
Ob, what pleasure to be sitting
ler's during the heavy rain of Saturday.
Round the fireplace deep and wide.
of the soul al- ought to do. He eats the very foods
causing
passivenese
With a store of nuts and popcorn
Mrs. Winn is visiting her sister, Mrs.
heshculd avoid, avoids those lie should
most approaching Indifference.
Roasting, snapping, while sit near
Wilfred Perkins.
color by eat. shuns exert lui cf every kind, inRosy apples, which seem saying,
are
blocd,
changing
"Tears
Mrs. Dyer of Portland is visiting her
"Come and try our winter cheer."
and seeks
their passage through the lachrymal dulges In rest and luxury
sister, Mrs. Cook.
All the darknees Is forgotten,
easiest resistance gen
of
the
in
sorrow
the
his
way
drown
can
One
Mr. Ellis of Welchvllle baa moved to glands.
And the storm which beats outside;
While the hours fly past as swiftly
Walter Millett's place on Otisfield Qore. team as one can benumb his senses erally.—"Will Power."
As If with the wind they vied
The Hersey Guild met with Mrs. C. by the use of alcohol or drugs. When
In a wild ami eager contest
P. Starbird Tuesday evening. Eleven a
conFor some far-off, unknown goal,
person -cries the facial muscles
of Copper.
Whe^e the winter Is a stranger,
were present.
Subject, "Early Italian tract and the appearance of the face The Ancient Manufacture
Where the storm clouds never roll."
and Phoeniancient
Syrians
Art."
The
which action facilitates the
acMarch.
Walter E. Holmes, a well known citi- changes,
cians are well known to have been
Town reporta contain many items ol zen, while on a visit to his daughter in white blood letting, driving the blood
mantive traders in copper, and they
gland,
the
kito
lachrymal
to
interest
tax-payers.
Massachusetts, was taken to tbe Insane particles
this metal into bronze by
John B. Murphy remains about the asylum in Worcester, wbere he now is. from which they issue in the shape of ufactured
Learned anIt with tin.
melting
same as last reported.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Chandler and tears.
assure us that the PhoeniAlanson Tyler is working for Mills & Bertie Phillips, who have been living in
tiquaries
is
"Children whose nervous system
and
Rolfe and is home only on Sundays.
cians actually came to England
Casco, bave come baok to Oxford.
particularly tender derive great ben- to Ireland in search of tin for this
Miss Mamie Lapham of Oxford is vinitDr. Barker of Norway was in town
The act
occasionally.
from
crying
efit
ing her aunt, Mrs. Hattie A. Grover.
and some years ago some
Thursday and visited A. J. Holden, who of
crying relieves their brains. The purpose, bronze articles were found In
Tbe Lenten season began last Wed- is sick with the grippe.
wo- curious
to
with
said
be
respect
In
nesday and March 1st ia St. David'a Day.
Herbert Denning is at home from He- same may
several of the old mine workings
Whitten & Dennison are now running bron. He Is suffering from a boil on his men."
which are believed to have
Cornwall,
four printing presses in connection with cheek.
The professor likewise explains whj
that ancient people
their wholesale post card house.
It is expected that tbe Robinson Mfg. laughter sometimes produces tears, been left there by
was either
at η time when no bronze
Master Harlie Dennison of South Paris Co. will soon go to running the mill
but the explanation is too technical
is visiting his grandparents, Mr. and
made or used In England.—Chambers'
nights.
for reproduction.
Mrs. Harlan P. Dennison.
Tbe house of A. E. Verrill was burnJournal.
February has given us more clouds ed to the ground at about balf past live
than sunshine, the same as January, Friday morning. Mr. Verrill got up and
and pleasant days have been few and far built tbe kitchen fire. Hearing a noise he
between since December, but "balmy went into the ball, and found the rooi
and chambers all on fire. He succeeded
spring1' is coming.
Elbert Briggs is prepared to promptly in
• ··
getting his wife and five small chil...
All all mail ordere for printed envelopes, dren
safely out, insufficiently clothed.
and floral embossed post
cards with There is a small insurance. He bai

Mlsslna Burgess—Fencing Girl.
Miss Hattle Swett—Sleter of Charity.
Miss Georgia Warren—Nurse.
M lei Mabel Buck—Old Fashioned Girl.
Mrs. Amv Farrar—Flower Girl.
Mrs. Lllllas Pulslfer—Butterfly.
Mrs. Vona Barrett—Morning.
Mrs. M. P. Heald—Night.
Mrs. Ella Chandler—Brl«le.
Miss Susie Harper—Queen of Hearts.
Miss Gladys Youug—Bed Hiding Hood.
Mrs. Fannie Lothrop—Nurse.
Mrs. Maud Barrows—Country Girl.
Mrs. Dot Davenport—Lady with Parasol.
Miss Edith Barrett—Lady of 19tb Century.
Miss Florenc« Farrar—Flower Girt.
Miss Angle Morrill—Queen of Hearts.
Mrs. Esther Ryerson—Flower Girl.
Charlie Hyerson—Woman in White.
Selden Barrett—Chinaman.

Charles Barrows—Dude.
Maurice Farrar—Looking Backward.
Clayton Lothrop—Mulatto.

Harry Puistfer—Clown.
Guv Heath—Negro.
Mel Barrows—Farmer.
Kdgar Barrett—Clown.

George Heath—Negro.
Augustus Farrar—Uncle 3am.

Harold HoUl«—Clown.
Wilfred Heath—Negro.
Emery Rrerson—Tobaeco Man.
Arthur Allen—The Man with a Lid.
Frank Duffney—Clown.

Tlifipa

ra

mano

rtfliara

or

linaa

morning

the

paator at the M.
patriotic aermon

namau

still a secret. Ια fact one gentleman
bas not yet learned who be bad for a
partner in tbe opening march. Charles
Ryerson made a fine lady and must have
spent a great deal of time upon hie
are

make-up.

tinseled names or greetings.
When the weather becomes warm
enough to melt the heavy body of snow,
hail and ice now spread two feet deep
over the earth, it is hoped water will
once more be plentiful in brooks and
wells now dry.

The recent freshet took tbe bridge ofl
across the Houghton stream near Mr.
Houghton's house.
Bernard Kennedy went to Canton Monday on business.
Bernard Andrews came up to bic
camp on tbe Whitney place. He bad
another team come up from Canton to
haul wood to the aiding at the mouth ol
the East Branch.
A leak in the boiler at the gold mine
caused a shut down of the mill. It Is
thought that a new boiler will be put in
soon.

E. G. Knapp and crew are putting in a
new bridge to take the place of the one
carried off in tbe freshet.
[■Norway uikc.
Several from this place attended tbe
Federation of Women's Clubs at Norway the 25th.
is still in BosC. À. Stephens, M. D
ton where he bas been for several weeks.
Mrs. Wallace Jones of Waterford and
Miss Etta Kilgore (her sister) called on
friends here recently.
Miss S. P. Newhall visited at Mrs. R.
W. Knight's tbe 23rd.
Most of the people here who bave been
ill with tbe prevailing cold, are much

improved.

Hebron.

practically
possible to

lost

save

It was imtbe bonse.
little son of Prof,

Grover Parkman,
Ernest H. Pratt of Oakland, formerly
principal of the high school in Oxford,
He
was drowned in the brook Feb. 25.
slid from the crust into the brook. He
was the oldest child of Mr. and Mrs,
Pratt and a very lovable and forward
boy, five or six years of age.

nloelj.

This week we are opening the finest
line of these goods we have ever shown.
All Widths. All Prices.

SEE REMNANTS FROM OLD STOCK.

Saturday, Feb. 20, to Saturday,

Feb. 27, inclusive, will be Blanket

Week.

stock of these
goods we shall mark them at most attrcative prices. One Special Bargain, a
$5.00 Blanket for $3.75. We shall be
In order to reduce

a B. & 1. S. PRINCE,
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

A VERY LARGE LINE OF

and Oxfords.

We are firmly convinced that the W. L. Douglas shoes wear longer, look better, fit better and
shoe
give the best all round satisfaction of any
made
Oxfords
and
shoes
these
made. We have
of PAT. CORONA, GUN METAL, VELOTJR,
KANGAROO, BOX CALF, VELVET CALF,
RU8SLA AND KID CALF LEATHERS. They
the latest
are made lace, Blucher and buckle, with

style in toes. The prices
$2.60 and $2.00.

MARKET

doing well

φ

G. H. BASS SHOE, the best working man's shoe in
the market. They are made of the best of leathers, with
is possible
good leather innersolee, as nearly waterproof as
outwear
will
and
be
made
any shoe sold.
for leather to
Prices $6.00, $4 50, $3.50, $3.00, $2.50 and $2.00.
We sell

Look in

buy

a

pair.

J.

Ρ

Ρ

TTiiKKoril

ναο

In

Farms

also

P/\«*t1an/1

Wednesday

and Thursday.
The Loyell Concert Band wbiob was
organized last (all will give a conoert on
Monday evening at Pine Grove Hall to
be followed by a dance.
Mellen Eastman lost a good borse the
past week. He was taken suddenly sick
bis in tbe road near No. 4 and lived a few

near.

As Hersey Saunders was riding
father's white mare she stepped in a
bole and broke her leg, so he was obliged to kill her.
The Grangers are very bnsy rehearsing on tbe drama, "Valley Farm," which
they intend to play in the future.
Mrs. O. £. Farmer is quite sick. Eva
McAllister is doing her housework.
Jesse Littlefield and family are living
with Mrs. Α. Β Washburn for a while.
Henry Elliott and Quy Bancroft went
fishing Tuesday at Kezar Pond and got
eleven pickerel.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hazelton, Mrs. R.
J. Marston, Mrs. Pearle Hatch and two
children and Harry Morey visited at
Parris Paige's Thursday.
Mrs. Harry Brown and son Lawrence
have been visiting in Portland for a few
«lays. They returned home Sunday.

daye.

The town report is printed and die·
tributed and shows the town to be In

debt about thirteen dollars. Last year
there was a surplus of about a thousand
dollars, but the expenses of the town
and especially of the roads tbe past year
have been quite large.

Locke's Mills.
Mr. P. C. Fairbanks attended tbe PythHe
ian Jubilee at Saco, Wednesday.
was

accompanied by

F. E.

Pnrington

of

Lewiston Junction.
Harold Crooker was at Bethel Thurs-

day.

on

future; consult

•x-
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Il
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South Paris, Maine.
Market

è

for your
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PARIS TRUST CO., !!

o

ο

us

Square,

-

Pythian Block.

a
Ο

$

-ς***

Great

windows and

for 50c.

Support

Arch

them, then

see

F. PLUMMER,

come

in and

Furnlahér,

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
106-3.

Brand

CANNED GOODS.
Strictly First duality at the
Price of Medium Quality.
10 per cent, discount

Hamburg

SALE!

on one

doz-

Assorted to suit.

lot.

See Our Window

Homesteads;
collateral security.

parties who are thinking of building in the near

good

Telephone

en

and

To

our

a

31 Market

^

We have a limited amount
of money to loan on mortReal Estate,
on
gages

at

SUPPORT

$4.00.

at

Hatchet

MONEY TO LOAN. I

laet account.
L. L. Stearns and wife have returned
from a visit to Massachusetts.
Viola Benton is at work for Susan
Walker at present.
Mrs. Charles Norton, who has been
very ill, seems to be improving. She
bas tbe services of a trained nurse from
Portland.
Πρ

^

'3

^

mobile show.

was

Hosiery.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

SQUARE,

$4.00, $3.50, $3.00,

SPECIAL SALE

Miss S. M. Wheeler,

to attend the playing of the
drama, "The Country Minister." It ii
to be played here by home talent in
about two weeks.
Β. E. Brown and wife, Ν. T. Fox and
wife, F. W. Brown and M. L. Stearne
were in Portland to attend the auto-

are

We also have the PACKARD ARCH

SHOE

Line of

and

Underwear

Fryeburg

land Wednesday and underwent an
operation Thursday at the hospital. She

Complete

Douglas Shoes

W. L.

LADIES' and CHILDREN'S

On Friday evening, quite a number oi
people from this place went to Eau)

The lecture of Rev. Smith Baker,
which was advertised for Thursday evening, was postponed on account of the
Illness of the speaker.
Mrs James H. Walker went to Port-

a

our

pleased to show these goods.
Yours sincerely,

Greatly Reduced Prices.
Also

Lovell.

Mr. and Mrs. Dana Qrant spent last
week in Portland.
Mr. I. I. Young of East Weymouth,
Mass., was in town a few days last week.
A supper and entertainment was held
North Paris.
Misses Marion and Catherine Andrews at Mt. Abram Hall, Thursday evening.
The
proceeds are to go to the minister,
of Portland spent a few days last week
with their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Mr. Banebart of Bethel.
Mrs. Gladys Kennaugh is in very poor
America Andrews.
Mr. Abner Benson is having a bard time health.
Pomona Grange meets at West Paris,
with a bad Anger which threatens blood
Tuesday, March 2.
poison.
Denmark.
Mrs. Charles Bartlett spent Monday
There are a number of cases of mumps
and Tuesday of last week at Norway.
Mrs. Kate Sanborn is sick and under here at
present.
Mr. Bragg, "our Grand Union Tea
the care of Dr. Hebb of Bridgton for
Mr. M. S. Bubier has started out with
rheumatism.
his gasoliue engine to saw wood. Harry man," was in town Saturday.
We are glad to learn by tbe report of Bazelton is
helping him.
the superintendent of schools that there
Maine News Notes.
School Superintendent A. D. Park
are four good men in this immoral town visited tbe schools here Feb. 24.
of Denmark.
Mr. C. I. Smith and daughter Nellie
Old Orchard is cheered these winter
Deacon Dunham has moved to bis
bave returned from Rozbury, Mass.,
days by tbe rnmor of a big hotel—four
where they were to visit Mr. and Mrs. place at West Paris and L. J. Trask has stories high, with a 250 foot front, and
moved to the place bonght of Mr. Dun- costing $150,000—to be built on the sea
Lee, daughter of Mr. Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Ordway have pur- bam. He comes from four miles north wall in the spring.
chased an auto and William is putting of Bethel Hill which makes a long hard
Tbe Maine Forestry Association held
the same in shape for the coming season. job.
Mrs. Parker, our school teacher, is its annual meeting Wednesday at the
down with the mumps and the school is office of the state land agent at Augusta.
Mrs. H. Moxey has tbe measles. Mrs. closed.
John Appleton of Bangor is president,
Webb is caring for her.
F. A. Dunham is also down with tbem, and Ε. E. Ring of Orono secretary.
Frank
Meserve
of
Deputy
Fryebnrg also his son and many others.
was in town on business, Tuesday.
Announcement is made in tbe WashThere was a sociable at C. B. Stevens,
Mae Wood spent the day Tuesday with last week.
ington papers that Congressman Edwin
Jennie Small.
They are now able to saw lumber at C. Burleigh of Maine bas been selected
Whist party will meet at the borne of the mill here.
as a member of the reception committee
Mrs. Allie Wentworth on Saturday evenThe lumber for the new Grange Hall which will bave obarge of the reception
ing, Feb. 27.
at West Paris is now being saweaat the features of tbe Inauguration bell, which
Moody Brook bridge'mill and part-of it will take place on the evening of Marob
4th.
baa been drawn to West Paris.
Albany.

C. H. Fernald cut one of his horses
quite badly last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett McKeen have
gone to North Bethel to live. Mr. MoKeen will work for Mr. Thurston.
Alton Fernald who has been sick for
sometime is gaining.
Tbe recent rain made it abont impossible to get around on low land.
The last few weeks bave been rather
discouraging for those having much
hauling to do, also for tbe R. F. D. carriers. Let us hope that March will be a
good month.
Henry Rugg Is gaining.
Maud Becaler Is reported as doing

at

everything.
anything in

Crows have been here tbo past week
and it seems as though spring must be

North Waterford.

Mrs. Grace Nichols DeVVolfe of Rumford Palls visited her parents recently.
Mr. Ezekiel Merrill, who has been very
sick in Buston where he is visiting his
daughter, is at present writing more
comfortable and it is hoped may be "able
to come home soon.
Miss Daisy Cushman is spending the
week's vacation at A. M. Richardson's.
Mrs. Cushman returned from Massachusetts with her.
Mrs. Anna Robinson of Otisfield is at
Mrs. Howe's for a few weeks.
Mrs. Persian Everett has been on a
visit to her daughter at Berlin Falls,
Ν. H.
Mr. Sargent attended the Hebron Academy Alumni banquet in Boston, last
week.
This week Tuesday, Mr. and Mrs. Sargent went to Topsbam to attend the funeral of his sister, Mrs. Scribner, wbo
passed away very suddenly..
Miss Alice Melcber, wbo hurt her foot
is now
very badly while coasting,
around the house and will soon be able
to get out.

New Hamburgs.

HAT S

Byron.

20U

THE CHARM OF NEW YORK.

CHINESE METHODS.

BackftekL

Bethel.

WMt Pari*.

Sunday
A. C. Maxim of South Pari·, who pur
chased the S. B. Locke mill property E. church

Display.

N. Dayton Bolster & Go,
3S MARKET

SOUTH

F.

A.

SQUARB,

ΜΑΙΝΠ.

PARI»,

F.

BITORTLEFF A CO.

A.

MUBTLEFF * CO.

In recovering from the grip or a bad cold you
need something to build up the system.

Our

Compound Syrup of Hypophosphites
IS THE REMEDY YOU NEED.

combination of medicinal agents capable of stimulating
the appetite, giving tone to the entire system, and supplying the
is especially valuable in the
energy needed to overcome disease. It
It ia

a

Treatment of Diseases of the Throat and Lungs.

Pint

Bottles

Only

75

Cents.

AT THE PHARMACY OF

F.A.SHURTLEFF&CO.,

This is just the time when housewives plan
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
and make their spring and summer underwear.
To make them pretty you need Laces and II() F. A. 8 HURT LE F F Λ. CO.
F. A. SHFBTLEFF A CO.
Hamburgs. This week we have several large < iinnniniBimiiiiimiinimwnuinimMH
lots that will go on sale at much less than regular prices.
THESE LOTS include edging and insertions of good material·. 11-2 to 3 inches
wide 6c. per yard; 3 to 4 inches wide 7c. per yard; β to 10 inchea wide 10c. and
12 1·2ο.

yard.

SEVERAL PATTERNS, very wide for Corset Covers with place for ribbon, only

19c. per yard.
ONE LOT Linen Torchon lace insertions and edging, good width, the kind that
wears, at special low prices, 7c., 8c., 10ο. per yard.

New

Long Cloth for Underwear.

SUPERIOR ENGLISH LONG CLOTH, 40 inches wide, excellent.quality, 14c. per
yard; or $1.45 for 12 yard piece.

SUPERFINE ENGLISH LONG CLOTH, 36 inches wide, beautiful fabric, exSeveral other grades for
$1.75 for piece.
cellent for underwear, only Ιβο.
This is the latest cat story, substan12 l-2c. and 15c.
East Brown field.
tiated by good citizens of Old Orobard.
Mabel Osgood, daughter of Mrs. Susie A woman who resides at Old Orohard NAINSOOK, finest combed, highly meroerized and finished especially for fine
underwear» 25c., 29o. and 87 l-3c. per yard.
Norton, is soon to receive about five went to Haverhill, Mass., last fall, takhundred dollars pension.
ing her pussy with her. After being
Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Giles and Mri. there a while the oat was
missing. Tbe
Cora Giles Haley left for Chattanooga, same woman returned home In a few
Feb. 23.
weoks, and behold 1 The cat was at
Miss Marion Johnson bas returned home too! How or when she returned
from a very pleasant sojonrn in Boston Is a
mystery and probably will remain
and vicinity.
so.
She must bave traveled close to
Mr. and Mrs. Hanson Batchelder of 100
miles, unohaperoned.
Sebago were reoent guests of Hiram
Gat obeli's.
Coming Events.
A very successful term at school,
taught by Misa Alloe Martin of Hiram, Hank 9.—Oxford Pomoaa Graag·, West Fads.
cloaed Feb. 27.
March 9.—Supreme Judicial Govt South Paris.

We Still Have a Good Line
of Men's Walk Over Shoes
$5.00 kind, calf lined and heavy soles, which we
are selling for $4.00; and a line of Patent Leather Fitzu
and Walk Over $4.00 grade for $3.00 ; Fitzu $3.50 kind
for $2 50 ; Iroquois $3 00 kind for $2.00 ; and a small
The

LOT OF WOMEN'S

SOROSIS

The $3.50 grade for $2.50 ; Evangeline $3.00 kind for
$2.00; and a lot of Patent Leather and Gun Metal

Pumps $2.50 grade

for

We Also Have Some

$1.50.

Special

Trades in Suit Casesr

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO,,
Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE.
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This it apring.

No

Si* below Monday morning.
Uaiversalist Miesion Circle

SOUTH_PABJS.

meet·

Sewer Extension

TOWN

OP

ΡΑΒΙ»

This

WIU UNITE

Year. 1 two districts hu coït for the pastyear
•860.
There wm quite » little disc anion over
with I
this, and the article waa finally paaaed

On the Orchard'· Enemlej.

NORWAY.

-

STATS K5T0M0L00IBT ΗΤΤΟΗΙΝΘ8 SPEAKS

CHUKCHE8.

TO

OXFOBD

COUKTT

FBUIT

flBOWlM.

making not only the white petobee on
the treee, bnt Rail· on the root·. There
•re also various kind· of lice which
work npon the tree·.

8TORE8.

BLUE

"I uiame that you
Second Congregational Church,
spraying your
Pastor.
Preaching service Sunday,
Under the next article, it waa voted to Hideout,
orohards," said Professor Hi tellings.
10 ΛΟ A. M.; Sabbath School, 19:00 M. ; Y. P. 8
in
"How
of
the
Oxford
April?" He
of
The
in
Hollow
County
spray
the
transfer the school now
many
you
meeting
C. K., Sunday Evening, β M P. M.; Social Meet
ANNUAL MEETING.
town meeting day.
school house to the Snow's Palls sohool lng, 7 -00 P. M.; regular weekly Prayer Meeting, Fruit Growers' Association held last ■eld the first (preying «boula be done
evening.
The annual meeting of the Fairvlew
Wednesday at the ball of Paris Orange early, before the bud· begin to open,
boose. There wm no discussion over Tuesday
Universalis! Church, Her. 8. β. DarU,
the later
OKASD TKC^K UaWAT.
Cemetery Association will be held at the
this, the matter having been folly thresh- Pastor. Preaching service on 8 un day at 10 Λ) in South Paris was addressed both fore- with Bordeaux mixture. For
There was practically
no
oratory
should be added.
A. M. Sabbath 8chooI, If Κ»; Y. P.O. U. meet- noon and afternoon by Professor E. F. spraying, Paris
aaseasor·' office next Saturday at 2 P. m.
ed out on the previous artlole.
green
Commencing September 27, 1906,
though there waa quite a lot of dlaoueΛ0 P. M.
state entomologist of Maine, Never spray while the trees are in blosIt was voted to instruct the school ing, 7
Methodist Church, Rev. C A. Brook·, Pwtor. Hitcbings,
TRAIN· L*AV* SOUTH PAKS
Some handaome gilt lettering, the siou in theanoual town meeting of Parie,
committee to repair the school house in Preaching service, 10:30 A. M.; SabbathSchool, practically the entire time being taken som, but spray as soon as the petals
36 A. M.t daliv ; y :50 A. M., work of W. P.
South
which
New
was
held
in
east)-—5
down
Hail,
haa
been
(jolng
Morton,
puton
the Bolster District, and to sell the 12:00 M.; Social Evening Meeting, 7Λ0 P.M., up by bim. In spite of the rain above have fallen.
You should
are now on our shelves in full force.
j-ljy except Sunday ; * M P. «., dally.
the window and door of the Paria Truat Paris, Monday. The session was shorter
meeting' I and the slush beneath, there was a good
A number of cases from the state enin the Hall Diatrict.
I Co.
u lag up V we*''—y JO A· M., dallv;
were school house
than
while
there
in
most
and
Luew'
years,
pworth
P.
8:4"
on—if
which
them
M., dally.
come in and see them, try
turnout of interested frnlt growers and tomological exhibit were shown,
you don't
daily except Sunday ;
The next article in the warrant related
some contested votes there was no bard
CHÛKHU.
Bev. K. 8. Cotton, Paste
to whom the meeting was open. exhibit the most common orchard pests,
Mrs. F. E. Need ham of Portland has
to the question of leaving the rural
Churêh,
other·,
to
see them.
do
want
no
we
offense—but
and
the
caused over anything,
you
Pnuul'
buy
Sabbith
After celling the meeting to order at ao3 many questions asked by the aubeen a gueet at Ε. N. Anderson's for the feeling
school houses without insurance when
meet In g was good humored.
βΤβη,"ϊ71
Κ'rut Congregational Church, Rev. A. T. Mc
the
of
A.Roberts
dience
were
answered
J.
President
by
a.
«
a.
m.
some
10:30
10
fully
After
; past week.
the present policies expire.
m.,
Mr. Needham was here for
rtrr, Castor. Preaching service,
«
M.,
The total of appropriations made waa
Y. P. S. C. Ε **>
v.- School 11 45 A.
a few days.
the school committee was inNorway asked for a report of the hear- speaker. He has made insects bis study
STATU MEETIKO·.
#21,160.50, which is just 1367.00 less discussion,
μ
Evening service 7:00 p. *.; Church]
on
houses
rural
the
the
to
insure
structed
not
ing
apple packing bill prepared since early boyhood, and ha· a familiar· !
meetlug Wednesday evening at 7 30 Ρ a.
There will be a musical at the home than last year, and doe·* not forecast any
after the expiration of the present poliby this association and presented in the ity with bis subject which makes what
Y ."not etherwîee connectât, are cordially in- of Miss .lessieTolman under the
in the tax rate.
considerable
change
These colors as well as Blacks
are the new colors.
auspices
cies.
legislature, and G. W. Q Perbara of be has to say not only authoritative but
Certainly there was nothing about the
Church, Rev.T. S. Kewley, Pastor of the Zilpbers this Monday evening.
ν
Pood stated that the bearing very interesting.
on the
fire
to
was
voted
It
Bryant's
esoapes
in
put
we
can
show
10Λ0
Α.
8 M
Μ., Admission 10 cents.
natural conditions Monday morning to
before fall moon. Oxford Council,
.«a Sunday, morning prayermeetlng
you
was very satisfactory, and be bad the
at South Paris and
•-aching service 10:45 a.m.; Sabbath School
interfere with a good attendance from brick school house
SOLDIER BALKS DEATH PLOT.
that the bill had a good proem
the West Paris school bouse, and to
impression
Kpworth League Meeting 6 00 P. Μ
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dollar's

Opp. Orand Trunk Depot, South
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J®mPeran.ce

groceries

regular price of

This is for
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Saturday
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Look, for4 Bargains

{

styles

f

BRIDGE WORK.

j

styles

supplying

properly.

|i

This is Our

opportunity
ttylish

Specialty.

■

Clias.

Buok.

Pur and Fur Lined Coats at Cost.

H. B. FOSTER,

j

j

NORWAY,

|

BLANKETS ! FUR ROBES
Harked Down

The Tucker Harness Store.
good

JAMES

j

In the

Days

of Old

writing

days.

—

Eles,

pleasing

getting
highest quality,

^e

....

Highland
Royal

Prop.

Capital,

po^ible

1872,

Capital, Surplus and Profits

$96,500.00, together
ity $50,000.00 give
depositors'

security

buy

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
of

F. A. Shurtleff & Co., CASTORIA
South Paris, Me.

1ST. FAVOH,

Surplus

Our

product

cheap.

What makes a Bank Mrong?
depositor
by

luxury
wealthy

buy good

Norway, Maine.

Th KM Yn Hiii JUnjs Btagit

WHEN YOU ARE PALE—
There is something wrong. The simplest way to bring health
faults and
to the body and color to the <J>eeks is to correct the
weakness of the system. An occasional dose of the true"L. F."
At wood'· Bitten gives prompt relief from headache,biliousness,
remedy
indigestion and kindred ailments. The tta h dard familydealers.
fer iomtipation for fifty years.
35 cts. a bottle at your
Indian Point, Me.
"
H»v« lued 'L. F.' Atwood'· Bitten *nd lave jreatly benefited thereby. 1 keep a butlie ul it in the h.'ute ci>n»ttntly."

HOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN.

The Ρ uzzler

OoiTMpoBdenoe on topic· of Intern* to tbeUdlf
Addrew: Editor
Colckm, Oxford Democrat, South Part·, Me.

UtoûcnedT
Usee

No. 403.—Charades.

—Mrs. E. P. Hiocins.

see.
men

Never will be.

To 1 Horse and Dairy Men!
have the facilities for

I

Dr. Austin

Tenney,

Norway office

Will l>e at his

GRAIN

C.

over

F. Kidlon's grocery store, Main St.,

Friday, March 19th,

than any other mill in town.
Call and get my prices and convince
your self.

cheaper

ΙΟ A.

*. te 4 P. m.

At Rumford,

Friday,

March iath.

Eyes examined free and all Glasses
agent for SUCRENE Dairy warranted satisfactory.
Feed and SCHUMACHER Stock
At Home Office, 31 Lisbon St.,
Feed. I call your attention to these
Lewiston, every day except Fridays.
have stood the test
feeds as
I

am

they

two

and cannot be
I have

surpassed.

a car

of Cotton Seed Meal

making]

that is odd weight, »o am
price low to cut it ofl.

the

Be

sure

before

Hay

and get my

buying.

priccs

Kills.

Two

-M-iiio

South Paris.
Wee£ pariB

i

I

Uric-0 Treatment

Expels

the

[

—

Fitting

AND

—

Best Wearing

Rubbers made.

W. 0.

Frothingham,

Soutli

Paris.

FOLEY^HONEMAR
•mru
Cold*; Prevent* Pneumonia

good stock of Machine Screws, Bolts, Nuts, Etc. Pipe, Fittings,
Valves and Plumbing Supplies. Electric Power and Light. City Water.
All in running order and doing a good business in general repairing of
A

Address,

W. S. Jones, Executor of A. C. Jones Estate.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

GOOD

it*

a

metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost

a»

and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
to your door three times every week.

good a*
bring» it

a

daily,

It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may oe kept in close toucb
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only #1.50 per year, but you can secure it with
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

AS
A

DAILY
PAPER.

four states form an ancient duchy of
France.—Youth's Companion.
No.

407.—Progressive

Numerical.

comes a son

river, spelled
1. 1 pot a glove box for
present

Christmas

a

PINEAPPLE

2. William Wallace bled for his coun-

elephant
5. Fanny

has gone to buy some linen,
β. Tell me what you saw at Toronto.

Odd or Even.
This Is a game played by two persons, one of whom holds any uumber
while the other
of small objects,
guesses whether that number Is odd
or eveu
If he guesses correctly he
wins. The objects are usually such as
can be held in the closed hand, such
as pennies, beans or pebbles, but linThis
gers may be held up instead.
amusement le very old
The Romans
called It "par, lrapar," and the Greeks
named It also "ruga e azuga" (yokes or
no yokes», for what reason is unknown.
The name may be a corruption, since
the similar Sanskrit words "yuj" and
"ayuj" mean odd and even.

DEEP

to

the Puzzler.

Pianos

s

CHERRY

lor $2,25.

(Jrgans.
Organs.

Large Stock of New Pianos and

Take any highly flavored
prepared
jelly—orange, lemon, or other—or make
lemon
of
clear
jelly. Into a
qnart
fancy mould drop cherries from a can,
fitting one into each point; fill up the
mould with the hot jelly and set on ice;

ROM·

S

I

Ν

Β

Α

*

η

Κ

S

LIRA

Μ

Κ

Κ

Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone SIMPLE REMEDY FOR LA GRIPPE.
for New Year's present. Second hand pianos from $125 to $175.
La grippe coughs are dangerous as
Nice instruments. Square pianos for $15, $25, $35. Stools, Chairs and they frequently develop Into pneumonia.
Foley's Honey and Tar not only stop·
Here is the cough but heals and strengthens thé
other musical merchandise. Write for catalog of playerpianos.
lungs so that no serious results need be
a good trade in musical instruments.
feared. The genuine Foley's Honey and

to

buy

Billing· Blooli,

util Parle,

PIjPiASE

Tar contains no harmful drugs and is in
& yellow package.
Refuse substitutes.
F A. Shurtleff & Co.

W b.eeler,

W. «Γ.

Keep

When in waot of

anything

In

in our lines Rive

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

The Kid—Please, mister,
Malno. tough sirloin steak?

MIND!
us

a

call.

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,

Putty, Nails,

Limeed Oil,
Floor Paints,
Honse Paint»,
Floor Dressing,
Barn Paints,
Varniihes,
Floor Finish,
Roof Paints,
Tnrpentine,
Brnshes.
Liqnid Piller,
Wagon Paints,
Our paints include Impervious, Heath Λ Milligan, and Sherwin-Williams.
Paroid

Hoofing—The

best of all roofings.

THE TIME TESTED KIND.

Don't

try Imitations.

Wheelbarrows—We

Call and see them.

sell "Colombia Ignition Batteries" the
Telephones and Electrical 8npplies—We
best for automobiles and telephones.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

a

tender,

Hawk! Hawk! Hawk! your life away
If you prefer to rather than
curing that
terrible case of Catarrh
by taking
which
will
cure
Bloodine,
you. Large
bottles 50c., samples mailed for 10c. The
Bloodine Co., Inc., Boston, Mass.

Complaining Cnstomer—"Say, this fly

paper is full of holes."

The grocer—"Yes, madam; 1 know it
is. It is the new 'combination' fly paper, and is made with the holes so that
it can be used for porous
the fly season is over."

plasters

aid,

after

A girl who has traveled a good deal
tays, that, after ail, there is no better
parrot
ihoe
bag for patent leathers than the
Tommy—"No, mother; I'm just tellof
woven
undervests.
ong sleeves
ng it what it mustn't say."
father the wrist end and fasten it.
Don't suffer with Sprains, Strains, rack a ribbon or
tape to the wide end
Bruise· or Pains, but nee Bloodine Rheuong enough to go around tbe paroel and
natic Liniment and you will be relieved
le, or just long enough to tie around it
η a minute.
26c. and 50c. a bottle. The4j λ it is
gathered by the hand over the
are

you

teaching

ïloodlae Co., Inc., Boston, Mass.

was

Friday.

on

on

Fri-

fought

waa

on

fought

Joan of A rc was burned at the stake

on

Friday.

on

Friday.

The Battle of New Orleans

The Declaration of

signed on Friday.
Willie

fought

Independence

A Trifle Too
wae

was

waa

Smart.

considered the brightest

in his grade: upon hearing a lesson
recited in class once or twice, he knew it
quite well. Thus, while the others were
compelled to study hard, he scarcely
found it necessary to open a book. At
the end of the term one of the questions
in the written geography test was,
"What is the equator?"
"William, always to be depended upon, wrote without delay: "The equator
is a menagerie lion running around the
center of the earth."

boy

Short—Yes, I believe some fortune
Not long ago
tellers are on the level.
one agreed to tell me something about
for
a
dollar.
future
my

Long—Woll?

Short—I gave her the money, and she
told me the time would come when I
would wish I had my dollar back.
A

RELIGIOUS

AUTHOR'S STATEMENT.

ι

ihoe*.

complaint.
Lady—Well, if you

your

must

know,

"Oh, just a-fussiog."

How can any person risk taking some
unknown cough remedy when Foley'·
Honey and Tar costs them no more? It
i· a safe remedy, coatains no harmful
drags, and cures the most obstinate
coughs and colds. Why experiment with
your health? Insist upon having the
gennine Foley's Honey and Tar. F. A.
Shurtleff & Co.

as

fluently

aa

me

about it.

said

any·

Political Boss—No; he doesn't know
It yet.

Foley's Honey and Tar cores ooughs
quickly, strengthens the longs and expels colds. Get the genuine In a yellow
package. F. A. Shurtlsff A Co.

TRUES
ELIXIR

been used for nearly
go yeajs as the good old
family remedy for old and young.
It expeh worms quickly, promptly
and cftectivelv.and relieves cost: ve-

Merritt Psnoai, late of Bnckfield, ·ι»
ceased ; will ftnd petition for probate thereof |,r*.
tented by Han nan J. M. Parsons, the executrix
therein named.
Josephine E. Dudley, late of Woodstock,
deceased: will and petition for probate thereof
presented by John J. Goody, the executor there
fa named.
Harry C. Forbes, late of Buckfield, deceased; petition that Ida M. Forbes or some
other suitable person be appelated administrate
of the estate of said deceased presented by Id*
M. Forbes, widow.
Jane Green, late of Woodstock, decea». I;
will and petition for probate thereof and tlx
appointment of A. Mont Chase as administrator
with the will annexed presented by Thorns»

^

nun

ma»e

Bad

Tested every half

hour at the mills, its uniform quality is guaranteed.

fcvcrishness

If you can find a» s ingle faultλ
with it after a fair trial,
dealer will refund your

Eyes

Looking

For Sale at Your Grocer9»

for and we are fally equipNo matter
to do it.
what you think the trou-

CIJAliT SHOWING OCEAN BOTTOM.

And it is

thing

us.

kenberg.

duty

your

fishing scientifically,

could learn

ERED A SIGN OF ADVANCED AflE.

boys may take

a

of
turned out scien-

thorough

course

Instruction and be
tific fishermen.
The first lesson is about the masts
and sails of a llshlng boat. A small
model of such a boat Is placed before
them, and the bright little fellows
learn the names of every part of it In
less than no tlnre. It is surprising to
know there are 200 different kinds of

knots In use among the North sea and the ecalp has become glazed and
fishermen, and every one of those shiny. We want people to try this remknots the boys must learn to tie. edy at our risk, with the distinct underthat unless it does exactly what
They must become familiar with ev- standing
we claim it will, and gives satisfaction in
er?' kind of fishing craft, too, and
every respect, we shall make no charge
must learn how to manage these in
for the remedy used during the trial.
all weathers.
Rowing, sailing, net
We know exactly what we are talking
and
net
mending
and
making
casting
about, and with this offer back of our
of
knowlbranches
their
are among
statements no one should scoff, doubt
edge. Tben, too. they have to learn our word or hesitate to put our remedy
about stcapi and electricity as a pro- to an actual test.
We want everyone in South Paris who
pelling power for fishing boats.
is suffering from any scalp or hair
One of the series of lessons these entrouble, dandruff, falling bair or baldthusiastic boys like best of all la that
ness to try our Rexall "03" Hair Tonic.
the
bottom
what
learn
which
in
they
We want them to uho it regularly—say
have
of the sea Is like. Soundings
until three bottles bave been used—and
been taken so often nnd so thoroughly if it does not eradicate dandruff, cleanse
in the North'sea that now it is known and refresh the scalp, tighten the hair in
Just about what the bottom of the its roots, and grow new bair, we will return every cent paid us for the remedy
ocean there Is like, where mud banks
for the mere asking. There is no formare or rocks aud where the water is
expected, and we exact no obligashallow aud where shifting saads are. ality
tion from the user whatever.
workers
With this knowledge skilled
We are established right here in South
have made cbarls or maps of the Paris, and make this offer with a full
ocean bed.
Papier mâche Is molded understanding that our business success
Into the shape of rocks and mud rlp- entirely depends upon the sort of treatples aud stuck fast upon a fiat surface ment we accord onr customers, and we
offer unwhi?h represents the bottom of the would not dare make the above
less we were positively certain that we
Where the water is very deep
sea.
could substantiate it in every particular.
this surface is hollowed out; where the Two
sizes, 50c. and SI.00. F. A. Shurtsea is hollow that is shown by raising leff A
Co., South Paris, Me.
the bottom. The papier mache chart
and
the
then
wall,
is
placed against
many a delightful hour the young Belgians spend studying it. They learn
also the lo< at ion of every llgLtship on

Bloodine

Minlr

i-nnsf

tide and wind the
how to manage a
must reckon latiand take readings

The World's Tonic
Is

a

body builder.

BLOODINE bas cured thousands of

people

of Kidney and Bladder diseases.
only uri-

It used to be considered that

nary and bladder troubles were to be
traced to the kidneys, but now modern

science proves tbat nearly all diseases
have their beginning in the disorder of

important organs.
kidneys filter and purify

these most
The

the

blood—that is their work.
Therefore

when

kidneys

your

are

weak or out of order, you can underquickly yoar entire body is

stand bow

affected, and how every organ seems to
of the thermometer and barometer. fail to do its duty. If you aro sick or
They must also know In what waters "feel badly" begin taking the great kid-

BOT3 8iUDÏINU POSITION 07 LIGHTSHIPS.

each kind of fish is to be found and
what time of year is-the best to make
catches. In fact, it is surprising how
much there is to be learned about
fishing when one wants to go at It

scientifically.

The course of Instruction lasts three
years, and these are the happiest
years in the boys' lives. When they
are advanced pupils they go out for
actual fishing trips and sometimes are
on the sea for days. So soon as they
are graduated they are snapped up at

•nee by tishlug companies that want
the best service to be had. The young
much
better
fishers get
scientific
wages than others not trained as they

have been.

soon

remedy,

Tom la In the lead;
Tim la In the rear.
March, march, march!
are

coming

near.

BLOODINE, because

mitted to continue, mnch
to follow.

is

POSITIVE PROOF.

pounds in 00 days by taking
Bloodine.
Alex Williams, 27 Perkins
St., Melrose, Mass.
Mrs. Octavia E.

pounds by taking

Carpenter, gained

WHEEZER OR SNEEZER?
Have

You

Heard

of

Hyomel

and crevice of the membrane,
and promptly kills the catarrh germs.
F. A. Shurtleff <6 Co., will sell you a

corner

Above his little head.

March, uiaroh,

march)

The drum· beat, beat!
The soldier boy· do com·
Adown the village street

The invisible Candl·.
Tell your friends that you can place
ft candle In such a manner that every
person In the room can see it but you,
although you are not blindfolded nor
hnve your eyes shut.
Solution of the trick: Place the candle on your head.
Elsie'· Explanation.
"What's the use in having that
sign?" asked I'bllip, pointing to a door
In a public place on which was the
sign "This Door Is Closed."
"Why, I guess it's put there for the
benefit of blind people, who can't see
that the door Is clowd," replied Elslo.

No farmer should be without one.

ed with

A.

We have arrang-

in the
our goods
of Paris, Norway,
Oxford and Hebron, who
will be pleased to show
The
them at any time.
of
and
construction
shape
these filters is such that they
can be used on a pail, jug
Read what
or any vessel.
the Press says of this wonderful invention.
sell

to

towns

Willard

Lewiston,

FIRST CLASH FARE $1.00.
STATEROOMS S

<

Through tickets on sale at
railroad stations.

rates as low as other lines.

J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent,

ECZEMA CURED

A
by
AN'Y Druggist CAN supply you. 8c. aite Fret.
Wfeal BETTER Proof}
rwMFMA, Hmt Yard 0%,

PURI^IN

Deborah Edwards, late of Hiram, decea»· t ;
to distribute balance reniait.
presented by Mary B. Wad»
Ing
worth, executrix.
John C. Dearborn, lute of Canton, ·Ιο·
ceaeed ; flrst and tlnal account presented for
(allowance by Η. E. Coolldge and Wilton Dear
born, executor·.
John C. Dearborn, late of Canton, te·
ceased ; petition for determination of collai· r.tl
Inheritance tax presented by H. E. Coolldge m
Wilson Dearborn, executors.

ADDISON Ε. IIKRRICK, Judge of said Court.
copy—Attest :
ALBERT D. PARK. Serf our

A true

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he tu»
been duly appointed administrator of the estate
CATHERINE Κ SEVERY, late of DlxdeH.
In *he County of Oxford, decease·!, and given

All peraonx havln*
bonds as the law directs.
the estate of said decease·
I demands against
desired to present the same for settlement, «ηΊ
all Indebted thereto arc requested to make payment Immediately.
BYRON C. WAITK
Feb. 16th, 1909.

NOTICE.

Me.

HILLS,

I

The subscriber hereby gives notice that ■!·<
*t
has been duly appointed executrix oftli··
will and testament of

ABIJAH C. HALL, late of Pari»,
η»
County of Oxford, deceased. All per·
estate of sai l
having demands against the the
set*,
for
same
ceased are desired to present
w
ment, and all Indebted thereto are rcjut-u
make parmcnt Immediately.
MARY E. IIALL.
Feb. 16th, 1909.
In the

Jeweler and Graduate Optioian.

NOTICE.

mOW County.

The aubscriber hereby gives notice thst he
has been duly appointed executor of the '*·(
will ami testament of
ELLEN W. BKMI3, late of Lovell.
In the County of Oxfor<l, deceased. All per·
said
sont having demands against the estate of
deceased are desired to present the same for »etare
requested
tlement, and all indebted thereto
to make payment Immediately.
MOSES K. BKMI*
Feb. 10th, 1909

60 YEAR8'
EXPERIENCE

NORWAY, MAINE.

A LOW PRICE
-OS

—

Carpets

TRADl MA"*»
DcwaN·
COPVRIOMT· Ac.
ear
Anyone sending a sketch and description sd

quickly ascertain

our

opinion free whether

free.
speiicjr for secunagj^enu.
Patents taken through Mann A Co. receive

sent

ιftcial not lei, without charge. In the

Scientific American.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly.
eolation of any sdentlHc journal.
rear: four months, »L Sold by all

Uuv«et «'·
Terms. M ·

newsdealers.

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United flutes for tbs
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy,
GEORGE LEBELL,

j

Corner Main and Danforth

NORWAY,

Patents
....

ΜΙ-Ο-Νϋ Chas, F.
F. A. SHURTLEFF à CO.'S.

for allowance

for order
petition
In his hands

week

principal

Portland,

presented

<

-<><>.

Union Wharf, Boston,
at 7 ρ .m., for Portland.

Wool

Your money bade if It don't Give· immediate relief from heartburn, tour «torn·
ach, stomach distress and sick headache.
50 cents a large box at

first and final account

by Mary A. Stacy, administratrix.

Portland Division.

Freight

Deborah Edwards, late of Hiram, defeated; first acccount presented for allowance
Mary B. Wadsworth, executrix.
Loul·· F. Strickland, late of ParU, leceased; final account presented for allowance by
Walter L. Gray, executor.
Frseman C. Staey, late of Porter, decreed ;

flaine.

Eastern Steamship Company,

Leave

executor.

M'f'g Co.,

complete Hyomei (pronounced High-ome) outfit for 91.00, on the moneyback
plan.
"The use of Hyomei cnred Mr. Cutler
of catarrh in 1904. He bas strongly endorsed the use of Hyomei in many instances, and we are glad to go on record
regarding this marvelons catarrh cure,
and endorse it"— Mrs. A. Cutler, 201 to close out odd patterns and clean
Post Ave., Battle Creek, Mich.
up stock.

Cures Dyspepsia.

Alblna H. Cole, late of Woodstock, deceas·
ed; will and petition for probate thereof and the
appointment of A. Mont Chase as administrator
with the will annexed presented by Lalla D.
Estes, daughter.
Jacob P. Curtis, late of Greenwood, deceaed; will and petition for probate thereof presented by Genevra G. Tuell, the executrix therein named.
James C. Stearns, late of Lovell. decease I:
will ami petition for probate thereof presented
by Mildred D. Stearns, the exccutrlx therein
named.
Adonlram J. Fuller, late of Dlxfield, deceased ; petition for determination of collator»!
Inheritance tax presented
by S. R. Lei in I,

W. WALKER & SON

for

ber inhaler, and it reachos every nook,

Tootaey bears the banner—
A flag blue, white and red.
Bravely he doea wave it

one

Catarrh, Asthma and Hay Fever ?
If you· wheeze or SBeeze, hawk or spit,

snuffle or blow, something is the matter
with the membrane of your respiratory
tract, and you need Hyomei.
And you need Hyomei because it will
cure yon of any catarrhal or inflammatory condition that exists.
It isn't a stomach medicine, or spray,
or douche, but a very pleasant, healing,
antiseptic balsam, from the eucalyptus
forests of Australia. You breathe this
balsamic air through a small, hard rub-

by

of the greatest Sanitary inventions of the age.
Is

six bottles of Bloodine.

Farnum,

Γο all persons Interested In either of the Kutatei
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Paris, In act
for the County of Oxford, on the thirl Tuesday of
Feb., In the year of our Lord one thouear.l
The following matter
nine hundred and nine.
having been preseuted for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, it Is hereby Ouoereu:
That notice thereof be given to all person· Incausing a copy of this order to be
terested,
three weeks successively In the Oxpublished
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Paris, In said County, tnat they may api>ear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Paris oa
the third Tuesday of Mar. A. D. 1909, at 9
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard there
on If they see cause.

The Dairy
Filter and Strainer

20

Ualden, Mass., was
cured of Rheumatism with Bloodine,
after suffering eight year*.
J.

ri»l

PROBATE XOTlCEfc.

days only,

Qained 15

on

|

as

suffering

Feb., A. D. 1909,

In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine. In Hankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankrti; icj.
SILAS A. STEABN8,
of Stoneham, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Silas A. Stearnn, In the
County of Ox font and district aforesaid ;
Notice Is hereby given that on the 13th day of
Feb., A. D. 1909, the said Silas A. Steam· m
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the Crut
meeting of his creditors will be held at the οΓ.· e
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
Paris, on the 3rd day of March, A. D. 1909, at 10
o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the -at 1
creditors may attend, prove their claim·, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt and
j
transact such other business as may prm
come before said meeting.
South Paris, Maine, Feb. 13, 1909.
WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy

Steamships "Governor Dingley" 01
help
"Ransom B. Fuller" leave Franklin
A trial will convince anyone. Weak Wharf, Portland, week days only at
and unhealthy kidneys are responsible 7 P. m., for Boston.
for many kinds of diseases, and if perReturnlnc
sure

ss.

Meeting of Creditors.

Notice of First

as your kidneys are well they will
all the other organs to health.

R.

8oldlar« of Uncle 8am.
March, march, march!
The drum· beat, beat!
The soldier boy· do com·
▲down the village street.

They

ney

the

l»e i.ad
of March, A D.
upon the same on the.tth day
l'ioi), before said Court at Portland, In said (>:·
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that notice thereof be published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, au I
that all known creditors, and other person» is
interest, may appear at the said time and pi**,
and show cause, If any they have, why the
he granuM.
prayer of said petitioner should not
And It Is further ordered by the Court, Τ m
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known cre<l
ltors copies of said petition ami this order, i!
dressed to them at their places of residence m
stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge f
the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portlan I,
In said District, on the 13th day of Feb., Α. υ
1909.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk
[L.S.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY,Clerk.

SOUTH PARIS

Nichols St.,

In

01

district of Maine,
On this I3th day of

L. M. TUFTS,

Almost 05 per cent, of bald beaded
may regain a good head of healthy
bair if they will follow our advice and
accept our offer. We have a remedy that
we positively guarantee to grow bair on
any head, unless the roots of the hair
are entirely dead, their follicles closed,

Upton,

of

petition. It Is
Ing the foregoing
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

ployees.

BAYMOND,

duly
latlng to Bankruptcy;
dered all his property and rights of property
the
all
with
requirement»
has
and
fully compllea
of said Acts and of the orders of Court touchlsj
his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be deer»*·!
from il]
by the Court to have a full discharge
debts provable against his estate under mM
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as arc exceptcd by law from sucn discharge.
Dated thla 22nd day of Jan., A. D. 1909.
JOHN H. RAYMOND, Bankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE ΤΠΚ11ΚΟΧ.

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

people

Clarence Hale, Judge of th? Disof the United States for the District

last past, he w&n lu y
day of December, the
Acts of Congre*· r»
adjudged bankrupt under
surreii
that he has

in Crayon, Water color,

too generally accepted as an indication
of age. Many large corporations have
established an age limit, and refuse to
take men over 35 years of age as new em-

Bankrupt*.

Bankrupt. )

the 5th

High Grade Portrait Work

BALDNESS IS TOO GENERALLY CONSID-

Just as they learned any other trade.
He started a small school of bis own
A bald beaded person does not have an
and kept on talking about his plan till
chance with one blessed with a
the government took hold of it and equal
head of hair, because baldness is
the three schools where healthy
established

H.

Mouldings «JL

&

Bald Heads Not Wanted.

)

} In

JOHN
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
In said District, respectfully represent* that

Mats, Mirrors

cause

sons

To the How.
trict Conn
of Maine :

and Pictures,

to

Discharge.

Petition for

in the matter of
JOHN II. RAYMOND,

Picture Frames

About twenty years ago It was noticed that tbc Belgian fisheries were
not so valuable as they bad been. A
wise man,. Abbe Fype, suid it was be-

the coast dwellers no longer
knew how to fish properly. Then In
the year 1800 he began to tell the
people and the government that Belgium's sea product would never rise
to Its former value until schools were
started where the coast inhabitants'

Bankrupt's

N. D. Bolster & Co.

IT WILL COST YOU NOTHING
FOR CONSULTATION,

due to the stale fishing schools. There
are three of them, one each at the
ports of Nleuport, Osteud and Blan-

aiualnlstrator.
Charles Π. Mnaxy, late of Canton, .fe
ceased; final account presente<l for allowance by
Dennis J. Byther, administrator.
Emma L. Hnbbell, late of Dlxfleld, ,te
ceased ; final account presented for allowance br
George Walters, administrator.
ADDISUN E. HERRICK, Judge of said Court
A true copy—attest
ALBERT D. PABK. Rerf.tcr.

ANSTED ft BURK COUPANT. Kltn,
SpniifiWd. OU·

ped

a

Daniel B. Keen·, late of Sumner, deceased;
for order to distribute balance remain.

II. Robltioe,
Ktltlou
χ In his hands presented by John

jA\our

that

many of that
sort in this day and age,
but they must be cared
aro so

ble is, do not do
until you come to

Harvey Kenney, late of Dlxfleld, decease·!,
final account presented for allowance by Jobs
N. Thompson, administrator.

WilliamTell

for.

regretted

It ie to be

there

Green, widower.

money.

Are What We Are

Bobbie."

Wigwag—Why, he hasn't

thing to

C-

weak little bodies.

your^f

its

Little Elsie was very disobedient and
mother was cross and scolding. Suddenly the little one looked up and said
very sweetly: "Oh, mamma, ain't we
having a good time!"
"How?" asked mother crossly.

race.

ι

x

to

evmrywhorm, SSc, SOc, 91 AO
DM. J. F. TRUE A CO., Auburn, M·»

fill in this form and state the nature of

Bloodine Ointment cures Piles, EoDissolve a third of a box of gelatine in
sold water; when smooth ada a cup of zema, Salt Rheum, Old Sores, Fever
xrfiing water, three-quarters of a cup of Sores, Itch and all 8kin Irritation, 60o. a
iugar, and tbe juice of a lemon, and a box, mailed by The Bioodine Co., Inc.,
:up of mashed apricot pulp: when cold Boston, Mass.
idd about a cup of cream whipped; put
nto a mould and set on ice some time
Wigwag—How ia Smith's candidacy
>efore serving.—Harper's Bazar.
coming on?
Political Boss—Oh, he's oak of the

F. A. Shurtleff ά Co.

Mother—1"Tommy,
;he
to swear?"

Marengo

Friday.
The battle of Bunker Hill

skate

AP1BCOT CHARLOTTE.

Foley's Kidney Remedy will cure any
:ase of kidney or bladder trouble that is
not beyond the reach of medicine. Cures
t>ackache and irregularities that if negected might result in Bright'* disease or

Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make to order. The kind that lasts.
Regular sizes of doors in stock. Have your veranda screened in. liabetes.
We sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, «te.
have a few first class wheelbarrows.

gimme

The butcher—Tongh?
The Kid—Yes; 'cause if it's
dad eats it all.

The battle of

assassinated

"Of course," said the serene statesman, "I am the logical candidate."
surround with fruit.
"Perhaps," answered Senator SorgCHERRY ICE CREAU.
hum. "But you want to remember that
Make a plain rich white cream and when it comes to tallying up votes it'·
flavor witb the cherry juice, which must mathematics that counts."
t>e very rioh and sweet. Freeze, serve
In glasses, and over each one put a tableBiuodine Liver Pills cure Siok Headspoonful of finely chopped cherries.
aches, Biliousness, Dizziness, Dyspepsia
and Constipation. 26c. a box, mailed by
STRAWBERRY CAKE.
The Bloodine Co., Inc., Boston, Mass.
Make any nice layer cake; between
the layers put mashed preserved strawFirst
papa pnt a manberries, drained of juice, and on top put sard roofYouth—"My
on our house."
lightly whipped, sweetened cream; dot
Second Ditto (proudly)—"My papa
with large berries. Or bake a shallow
a mortgage on ours."
ftngel's food and pile the top with whip- put
beard my
First—"I don't care. I
ped cream and berriee after icing the
papa say he was insured."
sides.
Second (still more proudly)—Hah! I
STRAWBERRY SNOWBALLS.
heard papa say,he was insolvent."
Boil some rice; when done mould into
small balls, putting one large preserved
"My three year old boy was badly
strawberry into the center of each; cool, constipated, bad a high fever and was in
pile on a dish, and dust witb powdered an awful condition. I gave him two
doses of Foley's Orino Laxative and the
sugar; around the base of the pyramid
put the rest of the can of berries with next morning the fever was gone and he
was entirely well.
the juice.
Foley's Orino Laxative saved bis life." A. Wolkush, CaslAPRICOT TRIFLE.
mer, Wis. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
Stand halved apricots on rounds of
itale sponge cake; fill the centres with
My children were learning to skate,
piles of minced canned pineapple and and Bobbie succeeded much better than
:opeach with a cherry; serve with cue· his sister. She confided to me In a pathetic tone: "0 dear, I with I could
cream, or fruit juice.

ORAL

ARID

TAPIOCA.

FANCY JELLY.

dappled; pear, spears.
No. 402.—Word Squares:
LANS

day.

was

biliousness.

Drain a pint can of cherries; soak a
cup of pearl tapioca in two cups of cold
water till the water is absorbed; simmer them with the juice off the cherries
(or half an hour; add the cherries, turn
Into a mould, and set away; when cold
serve with a sauce made of a cup of
cream whipped stiff, mixed with tbe
stiff white of one egg, half a cup of
powdered eugar, and flavoring to taste.

vorktw-wmkly^i0^8^0^
sample
you a free

TART.

strip as
Europe,
them all
This Is

farmhouse porch

a

For this use canned cherries, not preDo the right thing if you have Nasal
served. Fill a deep baking dish with
the fruit and juice, dust with Hour, add Catarrh. Get Ely's Cream Balm at once.
bite of butter, and over the top put a Don't touch the catarrh powders and
thin crust; bake brown and serve slight- spufTs, for they contain cocaine. Ely's
Cream Balm releases the secretions that
ly warm.
inflame the nasal passages and the
CHERRY JELLY.
throat, whereas medicines made with
Drain a can of preserved cherries; mercury merely dry up the secretions
a and leave
and
add
mould
a
fruit
into
the
put
you no better than you were.
tablespoonful of gelatine to a large pint In a word, Ely's Cream Balm is a real
of juice heated; pour over the cherries, remedy, not a delusion. All druggists,
and set on ice; if necessary add more 50 cents, or mailed by Ely Brother·, 50
Warren Street, New York.
sugar. Serve with cream.

«ouif.^rSraad
bring

CHERRY

cheeks

OlDRID :
Thftt notice thereof be given to ftll persons t&.
te rested by causing ft oop y of thla order to b*
"iahed three week· successively In the Οχ.
Democrat, a newspaper published at South
ParU, la aald County, that they may appear at »
Probate Court to be held at Parli, on th·
third Tuesday of March, ▲. D. 1909, at 9 of tht
clock In the forenoon, asd be beard thereon if
tbey see cause.

robust health and rosy

Sold

TART.

and set in a warm oven for fiftoen minutes; serve cold with or without cream.

The ankle Is located between tbo
knee and the foot in order to keep the
calf from the corn.
Key

SHERBET.

day.
Julius Caesar

brings

It

ηββ^, bad stomach,
'and headaches.

In every kind of
Kidney
fully recommend Foley's
Drain a can of rich preserved cherries; Remedy." F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
pupils must know
make a delicate crust, and line a pie tin;
fishing boat. They
Lady—I've been expecting a packet of tude ami longitude
bake this light brown; till with the cherries, and cover with the juice off the can medicine by post for a week, and I
boiled down thick with more sugar; haven't received it yet.
P. 0. Clerk—Yes, madam.
Kindly
turn this hot very slowly over the fruit,
CHERRY

Why.

The Reason

Bitting on

men were

ιι

UlU at

Most boys and many girls take natto Asking.
Belgium, however,
Is the first couutry to teach fishing
The Belgian
es η scientific Industry.
coast lies along the North sea, and
fishing Is an important occupation
there.
Though the country has not

nearly bo much of a shore
hare some others in western
it is beginning to go ahead of
In the value of its fisheries.

PBOBAM loncil.
To all pereons Interested In either of the ftuui
hereinafter moèd :
▲t » Probate Coon, held at Bamford, i.
and tor the Coanty of Oxford, on the mcom
Tuesday of Feb., in the year of our Lord on·
thousand nine hundred end olne. The follow
lag nutter having bees presented tor the
thereupon, hereinafter Indicated, It is berth*

ishness,
the child give it

urally

left a burned apot on hia knee.
At Hornell, N. T., one of the residents
waa asleep on a feather bed when a bolt
The
of lightning atruck bis house.
sleeper waa thrown clear out of bed to
the floor, but waa otherwiae uninjured.
In WiUimantio, Conn., one of the local
Are engine houaea waa atruck and the
electrical apparatus waa put out of
order. No one waa in the houae at the
time, so the damage was not noted in the
neighborhood. But an alarm waa set
ringing in the residence of the fire chief,
some distance away, and be hastened to
the engine bouse, to dlecover that ligbtnioghad struck the alarm.
Out in Petersburg, Ind., three young

Boil two cups of water with one of
Kev. Joseph H. Feeperman, Salisbury,
sugar; dissolve a tablespoonful of gelaN. (J., who is the author of several book»,
tine in cold water and stir in the hot
writes: "For several years I was afflictsyrup; beat till cold; then add four well- ed with
kidney trouble and last winter I
beaten egg whites and the contents of a
was suddenly stricken with a severe pain
can of grated pineapple, with the juice
in my kidneye and was contined to bed
ofalpmon; freeze and serve in glasses.
eight days unable to get up without asPINEAPPLE EGGNOG (FOR AN INVALID.) sistance.
My urine contained a thick
Beat slightly-one vory fresh egg; add white sediment and I passed same fretwo tablespoonfule of water and two of quently day and night. I commenced
pineapple juice; strain over crushed ice, taking Foley's Kidney Remedy, and the
and sweeten to taste.
pain gradually abated and finally ceased
and my urine became normal. I cheer-

No. 390.—Arlthmograph: Key word
consideration.
1. Era
2. Train.
8
Onion. 4. Noise. 5. Oration, β. Drone.
7. Nice. 8. Raisin. 9. Sinner
No. 397.—Charade: Ho-me-o-pa-thlc.
No. 398.—Multiplication Puzzle: Multiply by 96.
No. 399.-Out of Sight:
L Misa..
Mass. 2. Penn., Conn. 3. Fla., Qa. 4.
m°ne* to The Oxford Democrat, Okla., CaL 5. Ida., La. β. Ky., Ν. Y
7. Col., I1L 8 Wyo., Mo. Θ. Mont, Vt
to THE new.
10. Kan., Minn. 11. N. D., 8. D. 12.
will
New-York City,
Wash., Mkh.
copy
No. 400.—A Riddle: A pin.
No. 401.—Omitted Fruits:
Apple,

Ml Paners One

NEWS-

No. 406.—Statos of the Union.
Combine the abbreviations of a number of states and form words—example: Fla. Ky.—flaky.
With two states form u hot country;
musical composition; cripa blaze; a
pled; frost; a festal occasion; a girl's
name; a sport; something to copy; a
kind of lily. With three states form a
Greek letter; the opera house at Milan;
With
a small settlement of pioneers.

try.
3. Last week 1 bought a new Shakespeare.
4. My uncle was once chased by an

ENTIRE EQUIPMENT.

AS

any

good
apple
parties.
particulars.

ERY, TOOLS, STOCK, AND

ALMOST

view?—Spokane

point

of
Spokesman Review.

from

Home for Sale.

THE SHOP, LOT, MACHIN-

plumbing.

the educated
Dow many eggs
hen lay lu her crate without having
mure than two eggs in a straight line
can

PINEAPPLE JELLY.
To a Pacific Island
Shred into small pieces a can of pineOf London town, who rarely drops his 1
measure
But loves to study plants, as some folks apple; drain off the juice, and
do.
it; to half a pint add as much water and
A skillful botanizer Is 1-2.
the juice of a lemon, with more sugar if
Upon this Isle grows many a tropic tree- not sufficiently sweet; add to this a heapThe plumy palm and curious 1-2-3.
ing tablespoonful of gelatine dissolved in
While kindly natives tell strange tales of
oold water, and heat with the juice; put
morethe pieces of fiult into a mould, preferTales quite amazing to 1-2-S-4.
over the strained
In fact, with all their simple art they ably a circle, and pour
strive
jelly; set on ice, and when firm turn out
To stagger him who 1-2-3-4-δ.
and fill the oentre with stiffly whipped
On street going from South Paris Our wary traveler understands their cream. Chopped almonds add greatly
tricks.
to this dessert.
to Norway, nearly opposite fair And
smilingly 1-2-3-4-5 6
for
or
earth
too
wonderful
heaven.
PINEAPPLE AND CREAM.
to
Story
chance
ground buildings. A good
But says, 'That's 1-2-3-4-6-4-7."
Take large, fine slices of canned pineWell
boarders.
a
watered,
take few
apple and arrange on a flat glass dieb ;
No. 408.—Concealed Words.
electric passes the door. Stable, hen
on each one put a spoonful of stiffly
and flavored,
houses and a large garden with some (Ten articles found In a lady's work- whipped cream, sweetened
Serve well
and top with a cherry.
basket.)
A
trees.
cream may be
goad bearing
I have placed my work on my desk, chilled. Spoonfuls of ice
Call at with reading for all. You need less used in place of the plain cream.
trade to desirable
PINEAPPLE PUDDING.
advice and more work If loss of exerhouse or write for
cise affects you. The winter has just
Take three small cupfuls of scalded
MRS. C. C. DEARBORN,
begun, but tons of Ice have already milk, one-fourth of a cup of cold milk,
South Paris, Maine. been
one■$tf
put up in several places. Louis one-third of a cup of corn starch,
of sugar, the whites of
hears that the ball ground has pools fourth of a cup
three eggs, and a pinch of salt. Mix
of water all over It Ichabod King Is
corn starch, sugar, and salt, add to the
the new teacher, and he says the worst cold
milk, stir into the hot milk, and
educator is the ferule.
cook fifteen minutes in the double boiler,
then half a can nf grated pineapple; stir
No. 409.—Hidden Reverted Rivers.
well, cool, and fold in the stiff whites of
In each sentence find the name of a the egge; put into a mould and set on
ice; serve with cream.
backward

The A. C.
A well established business.
Jones Machine and Plumbing Business, situated
on Main Street, South Paris, Maine.

machine work and

SANDWICH.

FnsMmsg SA®®!
IF®r ©©Egki ©®ys

The
trolley
niston, Ala., actually was undressed by a
bolt from the aky. The lightning tore
bia clothes off completely, ripped the
face off hia watch, melted the chain and

when a bolt struok them and the near-by
Cut from a stale loaf of cake stffae barn at the same time. The feet of the
one
oblong slices, or buy email sponge cakes men were badly burned, and when
and split them open; spread each piece of them recovered consciousness he dehim
with grated pineapple and preos to- clared he had felt something strike
and run down his back
gether; cover with powdered sugar and on the sbonlder
On being examined the
stick them full of blanched almonds; to hia feet.
broad mark of livid red was found on hia
pass with these a very cold soft boiled
back from his shoulder to his heel. The
custard.
eame bolt struck two barnesaed horses in
PINEAPPLE SPONGE.
the barn and not only rendered them unTake grated pineapple, and to a-cup- conscious for two hours, but also melted
ful add half a box of gelatine, soaked in all of the harnese buckles and ripped the
cold water and dissolved over steam; shoes off their hoofs.
sweeten to taste with sugar and water
Friday Not so Bad.
syrup if it is not sweet enough already.
Beat till it cools, and then fold in lightly
Moscow was burned on Friday.
the stiffly beaten whites of four egge;
Washington was born on Friday.
put into a mould to harden, and serve
Shakespeare was born on Friday.
with fruit juice or cream.
America was discovered on Friday.
Richmond was evacuated on Friday.
PINEAPPLE JARDINIERE.
The Bastile was destroyed on Friday.
Take canned pineapple, either sliced or
The "Mayflower" was landed on Frigrated, and drain well. Set on ice, and day.
prepare one banana finely diced, the
Queen Victoria was married on Friday.
pulp of a grapefruit, and a balf-ponnd
Charles I was beheaded on FriKing
Mix lightly,
of white grapes seeded.
day.
sweeten with sugar-and-water syrup,
Fort Sumter was bombarded on Friand serve in glasses, topping each with a
day.
shred
is
sliced
If
the
pineapple
cherry.
Napoleon Bonaparte was born on Friit before adding the other fruits.

Poison from the Blood.

GOODYEAR!
Glove Rubbers

jelly; let them stand until cold and

firm and then lift on to another dish to
Pass with them cream, or cusserve.
tard, or fruit juice. Corn starch or confectioners' sugar may be used in plaoe of
the arrowroot if desired, to give the
cones a white cover.
PINEAPPLE

Those «harp, shooting pain* through
LiUxUJy the chest around the region of the heart
mean that poisonous uric and rheumatic
15 vears expert Watch- acid are there
ready to spring and grip
with
maker
Bigelow, tightly the muscles controlling the
Don't neglect these
Kennard & Co , Boston. heart's action.
You must neutralize and
warnings.
drive these dangerous poisons from the
All Work
system, or sooner or later they will overcome you.
Guaranteed.
The only true way to cure Rheumatism
is to get at it from the inside with UricA little out of the way
It acts with marvelous swiftness
O.
i up*m the muscles, kidneys and blood.
but it pays to walk.
Cleans out the sand-like deposits in the
GEMS, WATCHES, CLOCKS muscles, forces the kidneys to perform
AND JEWELRY.
those duties for which they were designed and neutralizes the acid within
With Dr. Parmenter, Norway, Maine.
the blood.
Uric-0 is a liquid taken internally, 3
times daily, and does not contain any
morphine, opium or other so-called
Sciatica, Muscular,
"pain deadners."
Inflammatory and Articular Rheumatism ail yield readily to Uric-O.
It sells for "Sc. and $1.00 the bottle or
you can obtain a trial bottle free by
writing to The Smith Drug Co., 220
Smith Bldg., Syracuse, Ν. Y. Uric-0 is
sold and personally recommended by F.
A. Shurtleff ά Co.

Best

a

Poisoning.
The

The United States now la gathering
annual crop of report· of the freaks of
lightning, says the New Tork Press.
Most of the lightning freaks are fraught
with tragic consequences to man or
beastr Up in Le Roy, N. T., two horsea
were standing in a barn when a bolt
struck between them, bursting the ear
drums of both the animals, but tearing

for Canned Fruit·.

pineapple

Rheumatic Acid

A. C. Maxim,

RECORD.

THE

its

are many ways of using it.
No. 404.—Word 8quar«.
pike cones.
1. Custom. 2. An Athenian lawgiver
With a fluted cooky-cutter cut some
8. Brisk. 4. A narrow pass between slices of stale cake into rounds; lay
mountains. B. To come in.
these on a flat dish, and on each one put
a small pyramid of grated pineapple
Puzzle.
No. 4Π&—Egg Crate
drained of juice, and press into shape
with a knife. Put the juice from the
can into a sauoepan on the fire, and to
one cupful add a teaspoonful of arrowroot moistened with a little cold water;
cook till it clears and thickens, and
sweeten to taste; pour slowly from a
spoon over the cones, coating them with

The Heart Can't Stand

onj

BREAK

TO

PROMIS··

REPORTA

IL
My first la awkward In Ita walk;
One should my aecond shun or balk: and certain brands are delicious, even an oncoming storm, when the lightning
Lend me an ear my third to hear; better than borne made, and go farther struck the horse, killing it instantly but
My whole. 1 fear, will sell you dear in cooking. Both the alioed and grated not harming the rider in the least.
He la ao clever In his talk.
There
car in Anare a wise Investment.
motorman on a

Ooullst,

handling

CROP OF

ANNUAL

One of the beet fruits to have on band
is pineapple, for no other so lend· Itself
to desserts. Of oonrae it ia a great
trouble to put it up at home, because of
the peeling and removal of its eyes; perhaps 'it is for this reason that so many
housekeepers omit it from their list of them otherwise uninjured.
Down in West Virginia a man was ridwinter preserves. But where this Is the
case it is |easy to buy the fruit tinned, ing a horse and hurrying to shelter from

L

Deceit la my first;
*
My second, a tree.
My third la a time
Named for fasting, we
My whole la what honest

HoitJMAK**·

Lightning.

of

Freak*

Sts.,

MAINE,
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Claanata and bcantlflM U>« hair.
luxuriant growth.
ProovMa*
Kirer Pall· to Baa tor· Onj
Hair to ita Toothful Color.
Ottna acalp dlMaara a hair
*0o,aad|La)at Draguii

of Romford, Bankrupt. )
To the creditor· of George Lebell. In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice la hereby given that on the 49th day■ oj
February, A. D. ni», the said George or·*
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the
meeting of his creditors will be held at the o®<#
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South Pari»,
on the Mth day of reb., A. D. 1909, at 10 o'clock
In the forenoon, at which time the said creditor·
»
may attond, prove their claims, appoint
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact
besuch other buslneaa

as

may

properly

come

fore said meeting.
South Paris, Feb. U, 1909.
WALTKK L. OB AT.
Retem la Bankrupt·

